Campus police department too small, chief says
l!v KIMS (MM .SON
Although the staff has grown from
two policemen and a night watchman
in IW6 to 15 policemen today, the
ca mpus police department here is still
too small, according to the chief of
police
The department has been at its
present size since 1976 and "with
more offenses, more students on
campus, and more traffic." it needs to
expand, said chief Jay Crider.
in 1976 there were 135 arrests for
criminal offenses, in 1977 there were
134. and in 197« there were 157. he
said
Despite talk of increasing student
enrollment here. Crider said he is
aware of no plans for growth in the
campus police force.
Campus police come under the
supervision _of security and safety

director William Wilberger. who in
turn is responsible to the vice
president for business affairs.
Wilberger. who has been director
for about seven years, said there were
eight police officers when he first
came to James Madison University,
compared with 15 today.
Of the 15. 11 are campus police
officers, one is a special investigator,
two are police sargeants. and the last
is the chief of police.
The duties of the police officers,
according to Wilberger. are
investigating violations of state law
and university policies and
regulations, handling vehicle crashes
and assisting visitors as well as
students and JMU employees
"The powers of arrest of the officers
are limited to the university campus,
and those streets and alleys adjacent

to the campus." Wilberger said. An
officer can arrest a student offcampus if he has followed him in
pursuit, Wilberger said.
In arresting a student, the officer
involved decides if the student will be
handled through the Harrisonburg
criminal court systetn, or through the
university judicial system, or both.
Crider said
For example, although a student is
involved in an act of vandalism, a
crime punishable through the court
system, he may be sent only through
the university judicial system, if it is
his first . offense, or if he has
cooperated with officials. Crider said.
However, if the same student is
intoxicated or "beligerent" during the
arrest, he may be taken before a city
magistrate where he would be
formally charged with a crime.

according to Crider
"Each case is handled on its own
merits." Wilberger said. "There is no
black and white set of rules. It is up to
the officer to observe and evaluate the
situation."
If a student is taken before a
magistrate in town, the magistrate
then decides whether the student will
be free on bond or summons, or
whether he will be jailed. Most
processings of arrested sfbdentsfingerprinting and mugshots-are
performed at the campus police
headquarters in the General Services
Building. Crider said.
In addition to the 11 regular police
officers is Investigator Robert Baker,
who is "in charge of special
investigations where a lot of time
might oe involved for a particular
Continued on Page 4.
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'Liberal education
9
cures prejudice
Uv OFItltlF V \RI>
A liberal arts education is
an antidote to prejudice and
narrowmindedness.
according to the general
director of the Amercan
Association of University
Women and of the AAUW
Educational Foundation.
"It allows a student to
appreciate other cultures and
other ideas and also to
approach problem solving
with a wider and gentler
view." said Or Helen Wolfe,
who presented the James
Madison Lecture entitled.
"The Value of a Liberal
Education." at the 71st annual
Founder's Day Convocation
Friday
Unfortunately, a liberal arts
degree has been degraded in
the past as being a "luxury"
education
that
doesn't

Related »tory9
Page 3

'

prepare a student for anything
except being cultured, she
said
This degradation has led
educators and students to "the
apologetic dilemma in which
we find ourselves today."
Wolfe said
Wolfe argued that this
supposition is untrue because
students educated in the
liberal arts have the
opportunity to exercise their
imagination, which she called
the method of the humanities,
along with their analytical
ability, the method of the
sciences •
"Each person needs both his
imagination and his analytical
ability in order to view the
world
with
a
broad
perspective."she said
Without the humanizing
effect provided by the

imagination, in addition to the
technology of the sciences,
they require no freedom of
choice. Wolfe said.
A liberal arts education also
provides a student with a
sense of identification with
mankind that gives a concern
for generations to come, she
said
This type of education was
supported by such leaders as
Thomas Jefferson. John
Adams and James Madison,
she said
Technology has removed
much of the necessary
humanity from education.
Wolfe said. The electronic
media has almost made
reading obsolete.
"The
printed book may soon
become the least effective'
method
of
communication."she said.
In 1909. then,
. Madison
President Julian
Burruss said that the mastery
of the English language was
so vital that it took precedence
over everything else offered I
at the then State Normal and
Industrial School for Women,
she said
Since then. | Columbia
University has expressed
concern that some of its
students could not read, and
because they could not read,
thev could not write. Wolfe
said
Cornell University recently
hegan a movement to counter
this problem by requiring
those students enrolled in its
engineering pfogram to take
an extra year so as to take
liberal arts courses in addition
to their regular degree
courses, she said
"The whole concept of
James Madison University is
in the vanguard of this
movement." Wolfe said,
"Your founders have set the
pace, hut it is up tp you to
continue the tradition." Wolfe
said
u». i\ Y» u.a U »•* iViVV t kVkVl

And the work goes on
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Library addition to double seating
Construction set by fall

^""^

By Jl'UF. SUMMERS
The proposed addition to the
Madison Memorial Library
will more than double the
existing seating capacity.
The library presently seats
600 The addition of 67.000
square feet will increase
seating to 1.466.
Proposed plans for the
library
addition
were
presented to interested
persons by Hubert Jones and
Leo Owen of the Richmond
architectural firm of Wright.
Jones and Wilkerson Friday in
the Warren University Union.
The proposed addition is a
two-story free-form building
designed by Wright. Jones
and Wilkerson. It will be
constructed onto the present
library structure in the area
behind Hillcrest, to the right
of and in back of the present
library. A saw-toothed open
area of windows will face the
Massanutten Mountain area
to the east.
In an attempt to relate the
exterior appearance of the
new structure to the Bluestone
area, a mosiac treatment will
be used on the outside walls
such as on Miller Hall,
according to architect Jones.
The addition will be in the
same modern style as Gibbons
Dining Hall and the Warren
University Union since it will

be located on the same side ot
campus as these two
structures
A new entrance will be
treated at the end of Alumni
Drive. A back entrance for
receiving will be created by
extending the drive around
the Graf ton-Stovall Theatre to
the rear of the addition.
The addition will bring the
total number of book volumes
to 281.620. A microfilm center
wifl be housed in the basement
of the new addition and an
expanded law library will be
located on the second floor.
Since only 67.000 square feet
was appropriated for the
library addition, the building
has been designed so that a
third floor can eventually be
added if more room is desired
later.
"The option of a third floor
addition is desirable because
of the limited area outside,"
Jones said.
The proposed addition will
cover most of the area
between Hillcrest and the
present library leaving only a
portion of the stone wall
around the arbor. The large
old black oak tree in the arbor,
believed to be the oldest one
on campus, will have to be
removed when construction
begins.
Jones said
he was

I.FO OWEN of the Richmond architectural
firm Wright. Jones and Wilkerson explains the

plans for the proposed addition to the Madison
Memorial Library
Photo by Lawrence Emerson

disappointed that the tree and
area around it could not be
saved. "I feel very close to
that area as I helped design it
originally." he said.
The addition will be a two-

phase project. Since the
Virginia General Assembly
did not appropriate enough
money for both phases, the
construction will be more
difficult
and
more
expensive.according to Jones.
There is a.chance that two
different construction
companies will have to work
on the different phases. This
would mean one company
would
have to move
completely out before the
other could begin on the
second phase extending the
construction time even longer.
As it stands, construction
will begin this summer or
possibly in the fall. Dr. Mary
Haban. dean • of library
services and secretary of the
library committee said.
Bids for the first phase of
the construction have not gone

*-.

out yet but will in the late
spring or early summer.
Haban said
Under the first phase, the
total shell of the addition will
be completed and the entire
first floor will be finished.
Only the shell of the second
floor will be completed and
the ground floor left
unfurnished in phase one.
According to Jones, if
money is appropriated in July
of 1980 and bids for phase two
have gone out. there will be no
int erupt ion in the construction
process.
"We are dependent on the
second phase to make the
addition worthwhile." Jones
said
None of
the space in
the addition will be usable
without the phase two
construction. Jones said.

LUIGI'S
Present*:
• • • * Chicago Stfle fens* * * *
-unexcelled Subs It Oeli Sandwiches.
AM en Premise
Budwe iser & MicheUb »■ tap
-dally ranch specials from 11-2:00
-plus jeir fawlte impert teen
AT TWO LOCATIONS:
No.l
~
1010 S. Main (in front of Campus)
433-1101 Delivery: (on Campus)
Mon-Thurs 6-11
N

°*2
1059-S. High
Call 433-0077
Pizza & Subs

DM£ IN Oft TAKE OUT
SPRING BREAK meant a break for Buildings
and Grounds personnel too us there was little

to do without the students.
Photo by Mark Thompson

Hours:
°pen 7 DaVS a Week
^^^^^JJJi- 'hurt dUinidnUsht
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JMU receives mace
from class of '43

Till M\»K. uhfrfc win h«. ,ls«.r| in fnrniiil
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OKAUWtttY GROWN

RAISINS

Ik*] 99
Wo or* reducing our prim on roidns to that you can •"toy »h«m
without draining your podtot. Our roWnt or* trotter and sweotor
than olhar commercial vorlatiot. navar having boon in contact with
ony chamkals whoHoovor. While you stock up on raisins you con
chock out our othtr flna natural foods, choose*, flour*, groin*,
boon*, oil*, nuts, books and soop*. AH in bulk *o you *ova money
andoet higher quality.
HHo*J Data* ..

MOHGOOOOIAISc
,. .i

Ua*IPacai*».2 lbs.

$1.141,.

.11.10

WMfCww iJonev' '.'.'.\\\\\\\\'.\'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.V.78lb."IHid.
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. 11.25 qt. $4.40 got.

Cream Cheese
■»ev# »•(*•••#

.

V

11.31*.
.....M.44lb.

So stop by. maka yourself at homo and gat in on soma racily Una.
wholasoma natural food*.

RAINBOW FOOD COMPANY

Located on Route 42, 2 milts north of Harrisonburg
Next to Bradburn's Power & Equip. Co.
PIlOM 434-4071
Open 10-J Monday-Sat ifrday
10-7 Friday
FoodS tamps Welcome
Brine. Your Own Containers And Save
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By PATTI Tl'LI.Y
A mace, to be used at
graduation. Founder'sv Day
ceremonies
and
other
important
university
activities, was presented to
James Madison University
Friday by the class of 1943.
The 32-inch tall. 14 karat
gold, sterling silver and South
American rosewood mace will
add elegance and tradition to
formal occasions here,
according to its designer and
creator. Ronald Wyancko, a
JMU art professor who
specializes in silver, metal
and jewelry work.
The mace, which cost
approximately $1,500 to make,
"should represent the whole
educational process
in
addition to the relationship of
the university to the state and

DALE WEGNER CHEVY CITY
When it comes to value...
J.AA.U. comes to Chevy City
New & Used Cars
434-6731
Downtown Harrisonburg

Looking for ERIE?
Look to: Harley Showaiter
Insurance Agency, Inc.
We have the superior insurance
service to go with the superior
insurance products of the

^V ERIE INSURANCE
GROUP
ERIE
NSURANCE
GROUP

53 Kenmore St.
,. (near DMV)
Horrisonburg, Va. 434-5931
—

its investment to give
education to residents of the
state." Wyancko said.
However, the mace is really
designed for the next century.
Wyancko said, and should
give people here then an idea
of the present university.
Wyancko designed the mace
to include many symbols of
the university.
At the top of the mace is the
JMU crest in 14 karat gold.
The crest was designed by
Horace Burr, university
curator.
Below the crest is a large
sterling silver lobe containing
five panels, each with its own
etching. The etchings include
a portrait of James Madison,
Wilson Hall, the state of
Virginia, an abstract etching
of the flame of knowledge, and
a book representing learning
and
academic pursuits.
Below the large Tobe are
two smaller silver ones, the
first textured to represent the
stone of the bluestone area
and the other textured to
represent the brick of the
newer buildings. These are
. symbolic of the old and new at
JMU. Wyancko said
The school's name, the year
it was founded,
and
Wyancko's hallmark are
located near the bottom of the
mace.
In creating the mace, which.
was hand-made from sheet
metal. Wyancko used three
techniques: casting, raising
and fabrication.
Casting involves the use of a
wax model and was used for
the gold crest. The three lobes
of the maces -were formed
though
raising,
which
requires the us eof several
different types of hammers to
pound the metal into the
desired shape.
To form the individual
pieces of the mace into a
whole. ' Wyancko
used
fabrication, the soldering
together of several parts.
The project took Wyancko
five months to complete, from
Mav to September, 1978.
The
mace
will
be
permanently displayed in a
case in Joe -library.
*•-«•<
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Debaters qualify
for nationals
RUCKHANNON. W Va -The James Madison debate
team qualified this past weekend for the National
Debate Tournament.
The team of Bill Mitchell and Steve Nunn finished
among the top four teams at a district qualifying
tournament held here Friday through Sunday. That
makes them eligible to compete with 61 other teams
from across the nation at the NDT to be held in April.
Announcement of their award was made late Sunday
evening following two davs of intense debate here. The
tournament was held on the campus of West Virginia
Weslevan College Thirty teams from four states
participated in the district qualifier This is the first
time that a team from JMU has advanced to ^ie
national championship tournament.
That accomplishment is. frequently compared to
qualifying a basketball team for the NCAA playoffs.
More than 600 schools in the United States actively
compete in intercollegiate debate.
Bv qualifying for the national tournament, the JMU
team already places in the top 10 percent.

*k Police
(Continued from Page 1)
case." Wilberger

JAY miDFR. chief of campus pnlke. says dcparfmcnt should he expanded
Phi
Photo by Lawrenc* Em«r»on
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Outsiders may be asked to leave
By
KRIS
CARLSON
As a result of "more
severe" cases of vandalism
and break-ins recently,
campus police will ask any
non-students who have no
specific reason to be at James
Madison University to leave.
Such a policy has always
existed, according to Vice
president for Student Affairs
Dr William Hall: but now it
has been "restated" for
"increased vigilance."
"In past years the cases
sometimes
were
more
prankish." Hall said, "instead
of what now appears to be outand-out vandalism
"We have had these

leading to the arrest and
conviction
of
those
responsible for painting the
graffiti on the bridge and
dorm. The exact date of when
the vandalism occurred is not
known, since it was never
officially reported but just
"discovered" but it is thought
to have happened when the
lake was still frozen in the
first or second week In
February, according to Donna
Warner, assistant dean of
students.
A "specific reason" for
being on campus, according to
Hall, includes attending
concerts, dances, or being a
guest of a student at JMU. but
not something like eating
dinner Duke's Grill in Warren
Related story,
University Union. Hall said
that since all facilities on
Page 1
campus are meant for the
university community, any
problems in the past, but not
disruptive
behavior or
shortage of space problems
in such a short span of time."
caused by non-students could
he said.
result in the more "vigilant"
Some of the cases which
enforcement of an existing
forced the policy restatement,
policy that would bar such
according to Hall, include:
non-students from campus
vandalism of student cars in
activities.
the parking lot across
However. Hall also said that
Interstate Rl last semester,
"if a person is walking along
the intrusion of a male into
and seems to have a
girls' showers in Shorts Hall
destination, and is acting in
on February 10. and most
manner that is considered
recently, the defacing of the
normal behavior, he is not
bridge at Newman Lake and a
going to be confronted."
dorm in the new fraternity"Our concern is loitering in
sorority complex, all of which
parking lots and wandering
were, or are believed to have
around campus." Chief of
been caused by non-students.
The university is offering a
,.
. «.„.», „...,
Campus
Jay Crider
t..,.p— Police
. s\oon reward,.f oj, injprjnatioo,. .said, C.rider,.sajd.that campus

police had noticed groups ot
"high school age" persons
loitering in campus parkig
lots at night, and that from
now on these people would be
asked to leave the campus.

said
Baker's position was
officially
created
in
December. 1978. although he
had worked as an investigator
here for about a year before
that. Crider said
The two poli<*e seargeants
supervise those police on duty,
with Crider supervising all
campus police operations.
Wilberger then "answers" to
the vice president for business
affairs for the campus police.
as well as all other areas of
security and safety on
campus
The student security cadets,
who also come under the
direction of Crider and the
campus police, serve as an
"extra set of eyes and ears."
and perform "preventive
policing" on their foot patrols
around campus. Crider said.
All 15 campus police officers
are sworn by oath into their
state jobs, and have "full
police powers within the
jurisdiction
of
JMU."
Wilberger said
Training is controlled by a
state law that requires
officers to successfully
complete 280 hours of

education in a police academy
within 12 months of being
hired. Wilberger said In
addition. 40 hours of riding or
being with a trained officer is
required
Before these requirements
are met. officers are
permitted to wear the police
uniform and equipment, but
they are not allowed to work
alone
The type of crimes that the
officers deal with most often
at JMU are misdemeanors,
and usually fall into the
catagories of vandalism, petty
theft, public drunkeness. and
a few.assaults and disorderley
conducts. Crider said
And. while the actual
number of crimes may
increase from year to year,
the general trend over the last
several years is a decline in
campus crime. Crider said, as
enrollment is increasing
faster than the crime rate.
For example, in 1976 there
were 94 cases of vandalism,
the most common student
violation, according to Crider
In 1977 there were 74 cases
and in 1978 there were 106
cases, which shows a slight
decline in the percentage of
vandalism when compared to
enrollment he said

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

TUESDAYS
4: no - Midnite

CAMP AIRY & CAMP LOUISE
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS

Village Pub
PIZZA
and Salad

THURSDAY, MARCH 22nd
CAREER & PLACEMENT OFFICE
OR
WRITE
5750 Park Heights Ave.
Baltimore, Maryland 21215

"All You Can Eat"
ONLY $2 95
Plus-Large Pitcher
Beer (64 oz) $1.75
<lfi oz Mug> 75c
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Catholic Campos Ministry
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GODSPELL
March 28-31
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8:00pm
matin** 1:30
Anthony Seeger Aud.
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Funds needed for new construction
new ballroom, excavation
Itv PATT1 Ttl.l.Y
under Miller Hall for a new
Completion of phase two of
computer center, remodeling
the library addition heads the
of Wilson Hall to meet fire
revised list of capital projects
regulations and the purchase
the
Planning
and
of J parking lot.
Development Commission
Additional funding would
discussed Thursday.
help the miversity comply
Other
projects
the
.with regulations to make all
commission hopes to get
money for include a new /areas of campus accessible to
dormUory. stadium seating oi / the handicapped and replace
the southside of the foot ha' \ rdofs on several buildings
The commission plans to
field, an addition to .the
Warren University Union fo> a
request $2.5 million for the

ne Jtt e faccp
lacauet
a

GET READY FOR SPRING"

DonH start tennis, jogging, or
racquetball without seeing us first.
BOAST
BROOKS
LOOMTOGS

pnp
YVr
SUB

■

4

BANCROFT
TRETORN
K- SWISS

and many more top names you are
sure to recognize and appreciate.
24 HOUR RACQUET STRINGING
25 E. Water St.
Tues - Sat. 10-5
Across from Land - Sea Passages

second phase of the library
addition. Phase two involves
completion of the . interior,
including furniture, bookcases
and other items
James Madison University
has
already
received
$2,771 .(ion for the first phase of
construction which involves
the outside and some of the
interior.
Excavation o(-.*the area
under Miller Hal! for a/new
computer center wM help
alleviate
problems
of
overcrowding in7 computer
areas now housed in the
Harrison Hall Annex and the
trailer near the railroad
tracks.
, Money is needed to remodel
Wilson Hall because the fire

marshal! has cited it as a fire
hazard Its open stairwells are
no longer permissable under
fire regulations.
A new and larger ballroom
is needed in the Warren
University Union because the
school has grown, according
to the vice presiden" for
student affairs. Dr. William
Hall said he hoped the new
ballroom could seat 800
persons and accomodate 1.000
at social events such as
dances.
The proposed addition to the
Warren University Union also
would provide additional
space for such groups as the
Student Government
Association, the University

Program Board and the
Commuter
Student
Committee, he said.
The offices presently used
by these groups might later be
used as meeting rooms or for
some sort of gallery. Hall
said
In other business, the
commission looked at plans
for the library addition and
recreation
building.
A
contract for the recreation
building, to be located across
Interstate Rl. may be awarded
in April, according to the vice
president for business affairs.
Adolph
Phillips
said
he anticipates it would take
12 months to complete the
building.

Center receives accreditation
The x James
Madison
University Speech
and
Hearing Center has been
accredited by the Professional
Services Board of the
American
Boards
of'
Examiners
in
Speech
Pathology and Audiology.
Accreditation of a clinical
program is granted only after
a thorough review of the
staff, facilities, equipment
and procedures of the center,
according to Robert C. Morris
Sr.. coordinator of clinical
services at the center.
The speech and hearing
center is part of the
department
of
speech
pathology and audiology at
JMU It is staffed by eight
speech pathologists and three
audiologists. All have the
Certificate
of
Clinical
Competence in Speech
Pathology and—or Audiology.

AccoroVng to Dr. Maynard
Filter, head of JMU's
department
of
speech
pathology and audiology,
there are more than 2.500
clinics and centers throughout

the country, but less than 300
have been accredited to
provide speech and bearing
services.
Only five other
clinics in Virginia have ASHA
accreditation.
en

Photography workshop
begins March 22-April 12
The fourth annual James
Madison University Basic
Photography workshop will be
held on four consecutive
Thursday evenings beginning
March 22 and running through
April 12.
The course.which will offer
instruction for the beginning
to serious amateur, will be
taught by Tommy Thompson,
who is instructor of advanced

photojournalism
university.

at

the

The cost of the course is $30.
Interested persons can obtain
more information by calling
433-6525 or sending name,
address
and
telephone
number to Public Information
Office. James Madison
University. Harrisonburg. Va.
22807.
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COLLEGE NIGHT
TUESDAY
101 DRAFTS
25* DRAFTS

$-$
9-1

BRIM STUDENT 10
from now on
Thurtday't Bottle Special
Regular $1.00 bottles on sale
at 2 for 81.00
with sdeeted special brands
* * 2-16 o*. Strohs SI.25**

29-33 $, Liberty

^^TUESDAY THRU THURSDAY NIGHTS (FROM 5-8).
ARE JMU NIGHTS AT BONANZA. WITH ANY RIBEYE,
TOP SIRLOIN, NEW YORK SIRLOIN OR T-BONE DINNER,
THE DRINK IS FREE WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR ID.

DISCOVER BONANZA
829 E. Market St.
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Advance student tickets approved
for select basketball games
By KFVIN KFFC W
A proposal requiring
students to pick up advance
tickets for selected basketball
games was unanimously
approved Thursday by the
James Madison University
Athletic Committee
The proposal, introduced by
Student Government
i
Association secretary Leslee
Ledden. was prompted by the
Feb 3 men's basketball game
against
Virginia
Commonwealth University, at
which many students were
turned awav at the door.
The tickets, designated for
•rfpected large draw games.
/will be distributed from a
central location, probably in
Godwin Hall
Tickets will be available on
a "one ticket per student ID
basis." Ledden said The

tickets will be available tor
two days prior to games to
give all students a fair chance
to pick up a ticket.
Another
of
Ledden's
proposals, to ' increase the
amount of student seating
from the current 2.288 to 2.550
seats, was approved
To
accommodate the expanding
student population rollaway
bleachers will be used to
increase available student
seating to "about 2.500
seats." committee chairman
Dean Ehlers said.
In other business, the
committee approved proposed
price increases for season and
single game tickets for both
the JMU faculty-staff, and the
general public.
,
For the JMU faculty-staff,
season tickets for football
games will increase from $5

per person to $H per person,
while men's basketball season
tickets will increase to $20 for
adults and $10 for children.
Season tickets for the
General public will increase,
for football, to $16-$20 for
adults (depending upon the
number of home games*. an(j
*10-$12 for children Season
tickets for men's basketball
will increase to $40 for adults
and $20 for children
Single game ticket prices
are the same for both the
faculty-staff and the general
public Reserved tickets for
football will increase to $5.
while general admission
tickets will be $3 For men's
basketball games, all single
game tickets are reserved
tickets and will cost $4 per
ticket

SttTHHAMH** CtM UMMV
Tliri #f wafttaf h Itae ftr |*«r taw's wish*
Cent tt W«tbha*pt#n k end y*ur waft.
1425 S.Mal» W-Wf

JMU cadet commander
receives ROTC award
John Kipley. a senior at
James Madison "University
and the cadet battalion
commander of the JMU Army
Rod unit, has been presented
the George C Marshall ROTC
Award.
The award is one of the
highest that an Army ROTC
student can receive: only 275
are ■ presented annually to

distinguished cadets for
achievement in military
science and leadership ability.
Making the presentation
was Lieutenant General
Arthur J Gregg. Director »f
Logistics at the Joint Chiefs of
Staff located in Washington.
DC

JMU Republican Club
named 'Best Small Club9
The
James
Madison
University Republican club
was named "Best Small Club"
-for I97K by the College
Republican Federation of
Virginia at its annual
convention in Charlottesvlle.
The award recognizes the
club with a membership of

between ten and twenty-five
students which is the most
active during the year This is
the second year the JMU
Republicans have won this
award.
The federation is composed
of twenty-nine member clubs
from across The state

Top Performing Tires
for Whatever Moves You
If you like tires that give great handling, great looks, and long mileage, then
BFGoodrich has the tires for you.
We make tires to cover the broad spectrum of the American automotive
scene. From race proven, Baja-beating T/A* Radials and high quality Belteds
to economical, factory inspected retreads, all our tires are designed and
constructed to give you the utmost in traction, dependability and wear.
And of course we back up our products with a complete Tire Center service
facility to help your vehicle stay in top shape.
We're prepared to handle your total tire and service needs with the
best, it's what you'd expect from a
leader... and it's what you get from
BFGoodrich.

1980
JUST ARRIVED!
The 1979 Celica GT Liftback. An
aerodynamic beauty with sleek
European-inspired lines. The 1979
Celica has the special ageless
quality of a true classic^A durability of design that's as timely now
as it will be in years to come. Experience the GT Liftback today. It's
the ultimate Celica.

BFGoodrich
&TIRE CENTER

E. Market At

Celea GT liftback

OW Furnoct

SALE
Celica GT Liftback
standard features
you donl pay
extra for:
• 2.2 literSOHC
engine
• 5-speed overdrive
transmission
• Power-assisted
front disc brakes
• Steel-belted radial
tires
• Styled steel wheels
• Full instrumentation including
electric tachometer

SALE

SALE

SALE

STOREWIDE 20% SALE
*

on every pair of shoes

• AM/FM/MPX
stereo radio
• Fold-down split
rear seat
• Dual side view
sport mirrors
(remote control on
driver's side)
• Lumbar support
adjustment
(driver's side)
• And more
and more...

LU
<

THIS WEEK ONLY Spring & Summer
Shoes, Boots, Sandals for Men, Women
& Children
MEN

Roblee
< Levis
Pedwin
Hush Puppies
Amce
Dingo
uj Danpost

McDonough Toyota

Route 250 EAST/7n
,-» M* AOn?
Staunton
\ 703J oBt-6201

TENNIS

WOMEN CHILDREN

SHOES
Converse
Pro Keds
Pro-Specs
B,Jenner

Naturalizes Buster
Footworks
Brown
Drew
Converse
Foot-Savers
Pro-Specs
TENNIS SHOES
Pro Keds
Naturalizers
Grasshoppers

<

TOYOTA
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JACK COLLINS SHOES—DOWNTOWN
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Cheerleader tryouts
There will be a meeting of
nil people interested in tryingout for the 1979-80 JMU
Cheerleading Squad on March
21. at 4:30 p m in 353 Godwin
Hall
Come dressed for
practice If you are unable to
attend, please call Casey
Showalter at 6697 or 6659
*"9

c^3 "™>»"">™mte

—
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Social work

There will be a Social Work
Organization meeting on
March 2n from 6:30-7:30 p.m..
Room A in the Warren
University Union.
Dr.
Schellenburg. one of the
candidates for department
head will be at the meeting.
Nominations for next year's
officers will be taken

SRC meeting
There will be a meeting of
the
Department
of
Communications Student
Relations Committee on
Mar?h 21 at 7 p.m in the
Warren University Union. All
students
enrolled
in
Communication classes are
invited to attend. Check at the
information desk to see in
which room the meeting will
be
held

Counseling
The Counseling and Student
Development Center has
walk-in hoars daily from 3-5
p.m During this time you can
talk to a counselor about
personal, academic, or
vocational concerns without
making a prior appointment.

WANT LOW PRICE
AND
HIGH MILEAGE? ^
Corolla 2-Door Sedan. We got it!
Toyota's lowest-priced and highest MPG-rated car. For business
or pleasure, -the Corolla 2-Door
Sedan is big on what you need,
expect and get from a Toyota.
Dependability, quality and value.
Plus lots of standard no-extra-cost
extras. See us today. We'll make it.
easy for you to drive one home!

AST dance

™ """""• B"*T-Mareh *■,m p"'7
Psych club

Alpha Sigma Tau is
sponsoring a dance featuring
Mike Frazrer of the Friday
Night Fever on WOPO The
dance will be held in the
Warren University Union
Ballroom from 8-11 p.m. on
March 22 Admission is 75
cents.

The
James
Madison
University Psychology. Club
will have a meeting March 20
at 7:30 p.m in Room B of the
Warren University Union. Dr.
Coolidge will be speaking on
Dream
Analysis.

Sociology club

The production of Godspell
will be performed March 28-30
in
the
Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium. Tickets will be
on sale March 19-27 in the
Warren University Union Post
Office Lobby Admission will
be $1 25 for students and $1.50
for the general public. The
performance begins at 8 p.m.
each night. There will be a
Saturday matinee at 1:30.

There will be a charater
meeting of the James Madison
University Sociology Club on
March 2 at 4:30 p.m. in
Johnston Hall. 2nd floor.
Refreshments will be served
and elections of officers .will
beheld

Psi Chi
Psi Chi will be having a
meeting on March 22 at 7 p.m.
in Room R of the Warren
University Union.
Dr.
WetLstone will be speaking on
the Mental Health Association
in Rockingham County. All
members and interested
persons are invited to attend.

Retreat
The Wesley Foundation is
having a weekend retreat on
"What it means to be a
Christian" on March 23. 24.
and 25. The resource person
will be Ken Handrich. pastor
at Rroad Street Mennonite
Church The retreat will be
held at the foundation's
studednt center just off
campus. There will be a fee of
$5.on to cover the cost of food.
If you are interested, call 4343490. 9 a.m. to 12 p.m..
Monday through Friday of
this
week.

Godspell

Clothes class
A class in advanced clothing
construction techniques is
being offered through the
Continuing Education
program beginning March 21.
Class will be held on
Wednesday evenings. 7-9:30
p.m. through April 25 in 107
Moody Hall. There will be a
$30 registration fee.
Registration will take place
the first evening of class. For
further information, call 4336349. 433-«166. or 433-1572.
after 6 p.m.

Ygetau
The
film
"Ygetsu."
scheduled for March 20 as
part of the Fine Arts Festival,
has
been
cancelled.

Golf exams

Resume workshop

Golf
Exemption
Examinations will be given
March 21 and 22. The exams
will begin at 4:30 p.m. March
21 The time for March 22 will
be announced later.
The
exams will be given in 320
Godwin Hall. For further
information contact Bill
Clevenger at 433-6527 or 320
Godwin Hall.

The Career Planning and
Placement
Office
is
sponsoring a Resume Writing
Workshop. March 20 at 10 am
in Mezzanine Room A of the
Warren University Union
The workshop will deal with
the purpose, content, types
and mechanics of resumes.

Honor Council
Students may pick up
applications for the position of
Hondr Council representative
from the dean of their
respective academic schools
beginning Monday. March 19.
Representatives will serve
from Septemaber 1979. to May
1980.
Deadline
for
applications is Monday. April

Workshop
There will be a workshop on
Interviewing Techniques on
March 22 at 1.30 p.m. The
workshop will consider
preparation for successful
interviews, questions that
may be asked of and by
prospective teachers, and
action to be taken after the
interview.
For more
information call the Career
Planning and Placement
Office.
(Continued on Page f >

NOW ONLY
$ 3748.00
3140 Dealer
prep, transport
4-ipd Irani.
HfWAV
m»i*?

' Mi'
On

Estimated ER»
results Your
mileage vanes with driving nabits &
vehicles condition & equipment

taxes not included

Corolla
2 Door Sedan

Corolla 2-Door
Sedan standard
features you don't
pay extra for:
• 1.2 liter OHV
engine
• 4-speed
transmission
• Power-assisted
front disc brakes
• Styled steel wheels
• Reclining hi-back
front bucket seats
(Driver's side only)

• Fully transistorized
ignition system
• MacPherson strut
front suspension
• Welded unitized
body construction
• Power-boosted flothru ventilation
• Locking gas cap .
• And more..
and more

McDonough Toyofa
ROU

^2u5n?JAST(^)SS6.6201

TOYOTA
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1919
JMl) boasted 6 buildings and 300 students
stairs when' the game was
over. Duke said
She now
keeps up with sports through
the radio and JMU News, she
said
Duke still resides in
Harrisonburg "My son does
all my grocery shopping." she
said, and because she has
never driven, friends take her
to church, bridge club and
garden club meetings
"Many of my very good
friends are students from the
early years, said Duke "I
used to know all the names of
the students." before there got
to be too many to remember
The enrollment here is
"getting about where we
should stop." Duke said
The
years
as
the
president's wife "were
enjoyable." Puke said.
Though she was not
directly
involved with her
husband's work, she often
entertained guests of the
school at Hillcrest
"We
always had a reception for
i
new students'' and guest
The growth of the athletic
speakers would often stay at
programs here was affected
by her husband's . great\ Hillcrest she said
enthusiasm for sports, said
Duke also traveled with her
Duke and has become
husband to meetings in Boston
something he would admire.
and Hot Springs, she said.
"We went to all the games,"
she added
One of the highlights of her
memories is when Mrs.
However. Duke has been to
Woodrow Wilson came to the
only one basketball game in
dedication of Wilson Hall.
Godwin Hall "because of the
Duke said.
steps." she said The game
Today. Duke is the honored
she did attend was at the
guest at ceremonies and
invitation of President Ronald
activities at James Madison
Carrier, who "almost had to
University.
carry me back down" the

BV Jl'I.IF CRANK
"I have tried to accept the
changes as they came along "
The changes have been
tremendous since Mrs.
Samuel Duke moved into
Hillcrest when her husband
assumed the presidency at
Harrisonburg Normal School
for Women
That was in 1919 when the
school consisted of 6 buildings
and about Mfl students.
. The 30 years of Duke's
presidency saw the name of
the school change to State
Teacher's College and then to
Madison College
At that time "home
economics and teacher
training were the strong
points" of the school. Duke
said.
Toward the end of those
years males were admitted to
the school
Duke said she
believes the change was not
necessarily "desired, but
inevitable "

MRS. SAMUEL DUKE has seen 30 years of ehange at .lames Madison University.
husband became president of Harrisonburg Normal School for Women in 1919.

Her

Photo by Lawrence Emerson
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The Body Shop
travel counsellors, inc.
Call us for all your travel needs
345 S. Main St. H'burg

ENTAM

434-1796

# $11.97 V/

msm%

ft

In AssociationWith Alex Cooley|
LIVE IN CONCERT

JEANS AND CORDUROYS

HUE NELSON

Regular & Student Sizes
Straight & Flare leg
unwashed/25 to 40

Special Curst |£0N RUSSELL

Special Purchase
of DEE CEE Bibs & Painter Pants
6" & 9"

Friday, March 23,8:00 P.M.
Tickets: $8.50 $7.50
All seats reserved

Spring Colors

ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER
.
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* Announcements

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
'Continued from Page 7)

Mercury club

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS*
3/20
3/20-21
3/20
3/21
3/21
3/20-21
3/22
3/22
3/22 <■
3/22
3/23

■

I

3/23
3/23
3/26
3/28
3/28
3/28
3/25
3/30

VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK
management trainees
business and 1iberal arts
METROPOLITAN LIFE INS. CO.
sales reps, all majors
ACTION/PEACE CORPS
peace corps & vista volunt
BURROUGHS WELLCOME CO.
pharmaceutical sales reps.
business and liberal arts
PRINCE WILLIAM CO. SCHS.
ARMY ROTC
RICHMOND CITY SCHS.
CAMP AIRY & CAMP LOUISE
summer employment
HENRY COUNTY SCHS.
FIRST JERSEY SECURITIES
stockbrokers
all business majors
LEGGETT DEPT. STORES
management trainees
all majors
GLOUCESTER COUNTY SCHS.
ANNE ARUNDEL CO. SCHS.
NOTTOWAY COUNTY SCHS.
BRUNSWICK COUNTY SCHS.
WARREN COUNTY SCHS.
REGIONAL EDUCATION CENTER
VIRGINIA STATE POLICE
trooper & dispatcher pos.
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
jr. assistant examiner
acct, buad, finance majors

*check the interview board in the
Placement Office for changes &
additions to this schedule.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
2nd floor ALUMNAE HALL

4/2
4/3r5
4/3-5
4/3
4/3
4/4
4/4
4/4

PRINCE EDWARD CO. jIHL
U.S. NAVY
U.S. MARINES
*
FLUVANNA COUNTY SCHS.
PRINCE GEORGE CO. SCHS.
ORANGE COUNTY SCHS.
MONTGOMERY CO. SCHS.
UNIV. OF VA. INTERNSHIPS
acct, buad, econ, finance
4/5
AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY INS.
analyst trainee, claims rep.
trainee, engineer trainee
4/5
^A
CHARLOTTESVILLE
CITY SCHS.
:IN GEORGE CO. SCHS.
4^10 KING
4/10 UNIVERSITY DIRECTORIES
summer employment
4/10 PROVIDENT MUTUAL' INS. CO.
4/11 T7LER" COUNTY SCHS, W.VA.
4711 WOOD COUNTY SCHS, W.VA.
4/11 KANAWHA COUNTY SCHS., W.VA.
4/11 WETZEL COUNTY SCHS., W.VA.
4/11 FAYETTE COUNTY SCHS, W.VA.
4/12 UPJOHN PHARMACEUTICAL CO.
pharmaceutical sales reps,
biology & pre-med majors
4/12 FREDERICK COUNTY SCHS.
4/13 CHESAPEAKE CITY SCHS.
school psych, ed, Id, emr
4/17 LEARY EDUCATION CENTER
spec. ed. ed & Id only
4/17-18 ARMY ROTC
4/23 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT CORP.
systems applications
4/24 HIGHLAND COUNTY SCHS.
4/24 UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE
graduate school
4/23 PATRICK COUNTY SCHS.
4/25 GREENBRIER CO. SCHS, W.VA.
4/26 BOTETOURT CO. SCHS.

pm

i
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8.98

5.79
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4.99

9.98
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Keepsake"
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Registered Diamond Rings

7.98

Vavid D. Gotta
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Study abroad

ALL NEW ALBUMS ON SALE
SALE

Recruiters from_ Virginia
National
Rank
and
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company will be here March
2i'
Metropolitan Life
Insurance representative's
will also be here on March 21.
Recruiters from Rurroughs
Wellcome Company and from
Prince William County
Schools will be here March 21.
Recruiters from Richmond
city schools. Henry County
Schools. Camp Airy, and
Camp Louise will be here on
March 22 Recruiters from
Leggett Department Store
and from Gloucester County
Schools will be here on March
23
For more information
contact the Career Plannig
and
Placement
Office.

The play "Sentence"
written by Dwayne Yancey
and directe d by Phoef Sutton.
wll be presented in Wampler
Experimental Theatre
Thursday through Sunday at 8
p m Admission is 50 cents.

Wednesday March 21

LIST

Jobs ■

Sentence

FIRST DAY OF SPRING

.

Need a little extra money?
Tutors are needed for Public
Administration 265 and
Economics 135. Contact
Shirley Cobb, Couaseling and
Student Development Center.
433-652. 2nd floor Alumnae
Hall

Sigma Phi Lambda honor
society will meet Wed. March
21 at 6:30 p.m. in Burrus 114.
President Carrier will be the
guest speaker Elections will
be
held.

HAPPY HOURS
9

Tutors

Honor society

SPRING TIME

9:30 till

The Mercury Club, in
conjunction
with
the
Department of Physical and
Health Education." will be
hosting Camp Placement on
March 21 Students wll have
the opportunity to meet and
interview representatives
from summer camps who are
actively seeking summer
employees
Walk-in
interviewing begins at 9 a.m.
and continues through 4 p.m.
in the South Ballroom of
Wareen University Union. For
further information contact
Rill Clevenger. 32ft Godwin
Hall, or call 433-6527 or 4336145

:

Downtown
"Horrwonbtrrg-

Plans
for
summer
programs offered to students
in the U.S. and Canada to
travel and study in Spain are
now in progress Programs
offer chances to study courses
ranging from Elementary
Spanish to Literature and
Culture Students may tour La
Mancha. and side trips to
Paris. London, and Rome may
be available also As a part of
the program, trips to Southern
Spain. Cordoba. Sevilla.
Granada.
Malaga.
and
TorremoTinos Reach may be
planned Space is limited, so
interested students should
write Dr Doreste. Augustana
, .College. Rock Island. II. 61201.
as soon as possible.

\^
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In Wampler:

'Sentence' opens
Thursday night
By DEAN IIONEVCTTT
"Sentence." a one-act play
about an ex-con's difficult
adjustment to life outside
prison, opens Thursday night
at H:oo p.m. in Wampler
Experimental Theatre.
Written by Dwayne Yancey.
"Sentence" is the sixth
product of James Madison
University's playwriting class
to be staged this year. It is a
first time venture for both
Yancey and Phoef Sutton,
director, who collaborated on
the production when theatre
students and instructors
encouraged them to stage it.
The drama's conflict zeros
in on David Branch, the eldest
. son of a Southern backwoods
family.
David, played by
Cutch Armstrong, is just
released from a five year
prison term for robbing a gas

station, time enough to allo*
his innate homosexuality to'
surface and create havoc at
home.
Both Yancey and
Sutton are quick to point out
that arguments for and
against homosexuality are
hardly at issue in "Sentence."
"It's
not
about
homosexuality at all."
according to Sutton. "It's just
about people who are used to a
way of life.
They are
confronted with a situation
that just shakes them and they
can't deal with it."
Any situation would suffice
as long as it creates conflict,
according to Yancey. More
important is the family's
inability to handle it except in
terms of brutal violence and
"earthy dialogue"--two
apparent
reasons
why
Stratford Players, a student

.11'ST ONF Rir. HAPPY FAMILY. The
Itrnnt-h Family, from left to right. David
(Cutch Armstrong). Mama (Cathy Byrdt.
Judy (Pam \nios) and Ronnie (Steve Snyder)
become embroiled in I family crisis in
"Sentence." a play written by .IMC senior
Dwayne Yancey
According to student
theatre group, refused to fund
the play, according to Yancey
and Sutton
"Sentence" is powered.like
most plays, by
communication through
action Even its language,
because it is so coarse,
perhaps offensive, becomes
part of the action. "These are
people who cannot talk very
well." Sutton said. "They
really
can't
express
themselves very well. The
only way to deal with the

rector Phoef Sutton "They are confronted
with a situation that just shakes them and thev
can't deal with it " Their only solution is
violent behavior as above. Mama screams at
everyone, while below. David roughs up.ludv
The play runs Thursday Sunday in Wampler
Experimental Theatre at X'fM p m

problem posed in 'Sentence' is
through communication."
And according to Yancey.
"The only way they know how
to communicate is by cussing
Whenever these people are
communicating normally,
naturally, without any conflict
between them, there is not the
extraordinary amount of foul
language
But whenever
there is a conflict, they do not
have the communicative
resources to deal with it."
Embroiled in the conflict

INMIO by Jo« SctNMCkMtWW

are Ronnie. David's younger
brother, played by Steve
Snyder:
Judy.
David's
younger sister." played by
Pamela Amos:
Momma,
played by Cathy Byrd: and
two policemen, played by
Aaron Cross and Rick
Chapman
"Sentence" continues
through Sunday Admission is
50 cents
The play is
recommended for mature
audiences only

\
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Planning stages

by Glsnn Petty

Organizing the materials

by Otonn Patty

Threading the first of three woodblocks... *«• * o** ^ (^nDecSnj^nSSpendin^hTn^s

pnoto Wf OlW rlfVf

Candy Aucott constructs a work of art
I»y CTTC1I ARMSTRONG
Creating a work of art is not
like cramming for an exam
the night
before it's
scheduled. Good artworks
require planning, expense and
hours of labor, whether it's
painting, sculpting or weaving
or some other medium.
The artist is also vulnerable
to unforeseen circumstances
which may delay the Work's
completion
The Breeze followed one
work of art from beginning to
end. a weaving by James
Madison University senior
Candy Aucott It serves as a
good example of the long
hours spent in working.on an
elaborate piece of art. The
weaving took shape over an 18
day period and will be in the
Student Artworks Gallery in
Zirkle House, across Main
Street, until Sat.. March 24.
(
•••*•> T; Aucott took the idea

from one of her previous
hundred strands of each. Cost
weavings and worked.on it
of the thread, which is
with Barbara Wyancko. the
determined by weight: $5.
instructor for her Weaving
Textile Fiber class. The artist
Feb Hi: Aucott laid out the
took two hours sketching ideas
threads into separate piles, by
before arriving at her final
color, on her bed. She then
plan
picked out different colors of
thread
and mixed the blue and
Feb 5: Aucott went to a local
purple
colors
to determine the
wood supplier and purchased
shades
she
desired. Right
three 7" by in" blocks of
away she decided to use the
wood, which will serve as the
yellow threads as the
anchors for the weaving. Cost
highlighted color.
of the wood: $1.
After choosing her color
Feb fi: The artist took the
combinations, she completely
"wood to the Duke Fine Arts
threaded one of the wood
Building and cut slits in it with
blocks. The nine foot threads
a hand saw.
were looped over the wood
slits, providing four and a half
Feb 7: She purchased clumps
foot lengths.
of synthetic and wood thread
Upon completing the first
from the weaving room. In
block threading. Aucott
doing this, she had to measure
attached the outside threads
the threads into many nineonto a parallel block. The
foot lengths on a warping
artist attached one thread
board Aucott picked. shades
"fPur&,.e;'Nue. «Tid yejlow for ...trom the first to the second
nd then completed an entire
this project, cutting a fo/f'
■i

row. Then she attached
another outside thread and
completed the second row.
This continued until the
second block was completely
threaded and attached
securely to the first block.
Finally. Aucott connected
the first and second blocks to a
third one by the same process.
The third block was centered
between the other two and
hangs lower.
Time elapsed in the
threading process: nine
hours.
Feb. 13s She took the weaving
to her class' studio in Duke
and suspended it. Once it was
hanging, all the work was
done in the studio. Aucott
spent four hours combing and
arranging her weaving.
Feb IS: Aucott continued
shaping
the
work
but
encountered a major problem-,
when one of the'\W0ftp. blocks
k*.»

split due to the weight it was
supporting. Undaunted, she
repaired the block with
Elmer's Glue and wrapped it
with string. She left the
weaving hanging in order to
prevent the threads from
tangling.
Time elapsed: five hours.
Feb. »: The artist removed
the string and discovered that
the glue held. She finished
combing out the weaving and
trimmed about half an inch
from the bottom, making the
length approximately four
inches. After a couple of hours
work, the weaving was
completed and ready to put on
display.
The finished product can be
seen at a two-woman
exhibition
the
Student
Artworks Gallery
The
display features five peices by
Aucott.
two
bv Cathy
Flaherty, and two they
follaborated on

•• I
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Southern literary experience lies in the past
'My loyalty and attachments were to a time and not a place'
By
CINDY
FI.MORF
and towns became no longer
Any community wrought
isolated
"Meanwhile, the
with change lies in the center
little boll weevil kept to its
of the southern literary
rounds,'* he said
experience of our time, a
Soon. Rubin joined the
University of North Carolina
Army and left Charleston. "It
English professor said
never occurred to me that my
Friday.
city could return to its original
Dr. Louis Rubin spoke on
state." he said, "for it had
"The Boll Weevil, the Iron
been changing even as I lived
Horse, and the End of the
there."
Memory" as part of James
Yeas later, he saw the train
Madison University's Visiting
again, in Hamlet. North
Scholars program.
Carolina "As I gazed out into
The
Johns
Hopkins
the wooded lights of the town's
University alumnus has
main street. I caught sight of a
authored 12 books, received
familiar little boll weevil
numerous awards, and is a
waiting to ride to Charleston."
distinguished professor of
he said. "The little boll weevil
English at Chapel Hill.
seemed out of place. It
To illustrate his belief that
belonged to sunny summer
the
southern
literary
afternoons in the stucco
exprience lies in nostalgia and
stations at Charleston."
in the past. Rubin recreated
However, it was not the
what represented his own
little train, but himself that
southern heritage--a small
seemed out of place. Rubin
gas-electric train resembling,
said, adding that the
to him. a boll weevil.
authenticity of the event was
The train ran from
not simply in the memory of
Charleston to Savannah and to
the little train, but in the
the South Carolina coastal
experience of time and change
islands during the first half of
itself.
this century replacing the
After World War II. the'
slow travel by boat.
south did not return to what it
"No longer were goods
was. Rubin said. The rural
dependent on water routes,
population moved to cities,
thanks to the little black bug
and the mechanical cotton
from Mexico." Rubin said.
picker and tractor replaced
"What it represented and
the mule.
embodied was change."
"As for myself. I did not go
By
the
1930's.
the
back to Charleston for
automobile, bus. and truck
awhile.^he.said "Charleston
became the principle means
had changed in many ways,
of conveyance to the islands,
and
my
loyalty
and
he said All through the south
attachments were to a time
this change was taking place
and.not a place And as for the

little boll weevil train, it has
since gone "
The train was put out of
service in the early 1950's
'".Each separate visit ojA" the
years seemed to broamn the
loss." he said "And gone too.
were the placards and the
emblems of my father's
generation
All that, had
seemed so important: so
infallable. was dead now."
Rubin found that the entire
social context of the old south
was gone
"But what I felt was in no
sense unique." he said. "Any
order designed to exist
permanently is partial,
superficial, and a distortion of
reality."
Nevertheless. Rubin cited a
novel. "The Last Gentleman"
by Bill Barrett, as a book
uniting the action and fiction
of aristocratic southern
virtue.
The book's protagonist kills
himself over the changing
values of the south.
"U, wasn't his fault." Rubin
said "It was a time of fake
beauty. Here, under his very
nose those public values and
truths over which he had
killed himself were false. The
ideals he was allowed to
embody were illusory, making
his death an escape from
actuality"
The man had
attempted to insulate himself
from time, change, and
reality. Rubin said But his
illusion was shattered in the
(Continued on Page 17)
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First national flute competition to be held here
l\\ TFKFSX (XYlVFSS
The first Flute Choir
composition contest held in
the nation is being spoasored
hv the James Madison
University Flute Club in
cooperation with the JMU
Music Department
Although there have been
many contests for single
flutes, there have never been
any involving a flute choir,
said Carol Kniebusch, contest
adviser and music instructor
here
Compositions must
include eight or more flutes

Kniebusch is not sure
whether the contest will
become an annual event at
JMU
Linda Davidson, president
of the Flute Club, said that it
depends on the amount of
interest shown this year.
Much enthusiasm has been
shown toward the contest by
JMU
students.
said
Kniebusch
A competition
may be held on alternate
years for the students, but it is
only speculation, she said
According to Kniebusch.
compositions will be sent to
the music department and will
be recorded on cassettes by
the JMU Flute Choir. The
Choir, who has a vote in the
selection of the winner, will
listen to all of the material and
pick those that have potential.

and must never have been
published or performed
publicly. Kniebusch said
Kniebusch
calls
the
competition "a unique project
that should bring national
recognition to JMU "
The contest is open to
anyone except former or
present students of JMU. "If
one of our students were to
win." Kniebusch said, "it
might look fixed."
In order to avoid this, the
Flute club voted to only accept
submissions from people who
have no connection with'JMU.
Flyers have been sent to all
music schools and universities
around the nation in order to
publicize the event.
The
National Flute Association, as
well
as many music
magazines, has also been
informed

+

Keep Red Cross
ready.

Those will then he sent to
Limes Hiatt. of the music
department He will choose
the hest from the group
The final decision will he
left to the head of the
department. Dr Joseph
Fstock
The winning composition
will receive a $300 prize and
will he performed by the JMU
Flute Choir at their spring
recital in April. 1980. It also
will be sent to the Armstrong
Publishing Company, where it
will be considered for
publication.
The winner will be decided
by early January 1980.
The composition contest is
the first -major project
attempted by the JMU Flute
club The club is in its fourth
vear
To raise funds to sponsor the

contest, the club sold singing
duets in the dorms before
Christmas. They also sold
Valentines in February
The club put up $100 of the
prize money with the rest
being contributed by the
music department.
"The idea for the contest
resulted from a challenge
placed on the Flute Club by
the music department to find
some worthwhile vproject,"
Kniebusch said.
They are
double-matching our
contribution to make up the
rest of the prize money." she
said
The Flute club is also active
in sponsoring recitals and
guest
speakers.
Tim
Eyermann will be holding a
class on jazz improvisation on
the flute His appearance is
sponsored solely by the Flute
club

w
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7 up 16 oz. 8 pk

1.19

^

&dep.

Schlitz 12 oz. cans

1.59

Paul Masson Wine

3.49

Chicken of the Sea Tuna .69
Pink Beauty Salmon

1.69

|Ann Page Noodles 1 lb .65
A&P Apple Sauce

3/$ 1

Bush Beans 15 oz

4/$l

Banquet Fried Chicken 1<.99
Sealtest Ice Cream pt 2/$l

All the pizza and salad you can eat
for only $2.89
Just make your selection from the constant flow of fresh and different
pizzas at the buffet. All you want. And, you can make as many trips
to the salad bar as you want. That's how it is at
the Pizza Inn Family Nite Buffet.
Adults $2.89. Kids 7-12 years old $1.24,6 and under Free.
Every Monday and Tuesday night from 5KK) to 8:30 p.m.

Pizza inn
Wve got a feeling
you're gonna like us.

Open Sunday through Thursday 11.00 a.m. til 11:00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11:00 am. til 1:00 a.m.

Lettuce

r

.59

BroccoHi

.68

Black Grapes

.99

Caulifower

.88

Gwaltney Big 8 Franks 1.4
Smithfield Bacon 1 lb

1.49

Oscar Mayer Bologna

1.4

Round Cube Steaks lb 2.59
*♦•'*•,♦».
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Singles shine; tennis team wins, 6-3
*'

^>

*

Bv DENNIS SMITH
Even though they defeated
West Chester State College 6-3
here Saturday, men's tennis
coach Jack Arbogast was not
totally pleased with his team's
effort
JMU dominated the match
from the very outset winning
five of six singles matches,
but Arbogast believed the
team suffered letdown in the
doubles meetings. The Dukes
won only one of three doubles
matches
"I was a little disappointed
in our doubles play." JMU's
coach said "1 guess they just
had a letdown after we won
the match, when the singles

... . « ..... ■ i
were over West
Chester had
good doubles teams, but our
kids just didn't seem to be
playing up to their potential "
The Dukes' half-bearded
'Steve Gill won the top-seed
singles match 6-3. 7-6 over
West Chester's Mark Trach
Gill shaved off the right side
off his beard the day off the
match, while leaving the other
side intact.
"The
shaven
side
represents the smoothness I
want in my game." Gill said
'The other side symbolizes
the animal instincts I also
want in my game."
Gill hit a low volley,
dropping just inbounds and

_..» of
-r T«,«I'I.
,-.,.,,i. to
t,> K^aoir
out
Trach's reach
break
the serve of the Rams' top
seed and finally gain control
of the first set 5-3 after both
had held their serve in the
first seven games.
The top-seed Duke held his
serve in th* ninth game to win
the first set
Both players held serve in
the first five games of the
second set. but Trach broke
Gill's in the six game to take a
4-2 advantage.
Trach needed to win just one
of the next three games to put
the match intoa third set after
winning the seven game. But
Gill won the next three games
including a ninth-game break

Louisville wins Regionals
The University of Louisville
successfully defended its
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW)
Regional Gymnastics title this
weekend in Godwin Hall.
Louisville finished the twoda v event with a team score of

136 55 Eastern Kentucky was
second with 135.05 and the
University of North Carolina
third with 130 85
James Madison University
placed 12th of the 12-team
field, scoring 115 35 points
Louisville junior Bobbi Ann
Hunt successfully defended

her floor exercise title
Saturday as well.
Hunt won her second
straight floor execcise title
with a 8 85 score She scored a
9 4 on her performance Friday
in the team competition for an
overall winning average score
of 9 125 in the individual
championships
Kathy Good of Eastern
Kentucky placed second in the
floor exercise with an 8.975
average
score
Donna
Chapman was JMU's best
finisher in the floor exercises,
tying for 52nd in the 76-women
field earning a 7.5
Hunt also won the AllAround. scoring a 34.85.
JMU's best performance in
the event was from Chapman
receiving a 33rd-place finish.
Louisville gymnasts took
two
other
individual
championships as Laurie
Salvaggio won the uneven
parallel bars with an 8 65 and
Cindy Trahan won the balance
beam with an 8.95. Duchess
Laura Mills tied for 16th in the
uneven bars with a 7.8. and
Chapman was 41st in the
balance beam
Duke's Karen Schramm
captured the vaulting title
with an 8.687. Maureen
Ranney finished in a tie for
11th place with an 8.4 effort.

«r Trach's
Toonk'i. amt*
tw. »Vu»
of
serve in
to tie
the
match at 5-5
Trach won the next game to
take a 6-5 advantage, but Gill
hit two serves Trach could not
handle in the next game and
tied the match. 6-6
Another blazing serve won
the tie-breaker. 5-3. for Gill
The fi-foot-3 senior took a 3-0
lead in the tie-breaker but
Trach fought back to tie at 3-3
Gill's serve was too much for
Trach in/the final two points.

Ed Barnhart downed the
Rams' Justin McCue. 7-5. 6-3
in the match between the
second seeds, while JMU's
frehsman
Mark
Snead
bombed West Chester's Tim
Irwin in the third seed match
" Fifth-seed
John
Witt
trounced the Rams' Jeff
Walters, 6-1. 6-2. and the

Davp Rieotti
Dukes' Dave
Rigotti won a
wild three-set match over
Jack Repasch. 6-1. 0-6. 6-4.
Fourth-seed Murray Liddle
was the only Ram to win a
singles match He beat JMU's
Matt James, 7-5. 6-2
The Dukes' top-seeded
doubles team of Gill and
Snead easily handled West
Chester's Trach and Irwin. 61. 6-3. for JMU's only doubes
win
McCtie and Walters crushed
Rarnhart and James. 6-1. 6-2
in the second doubles match
And the Rams' number three
team of Brian Paley and
Liddle downed Witt and
Rigotti., 7-5. 6-2
*
The Dukes' record stands at
5-2 after the West Chester
match
The team was
scheduled to play Shepherd
College yeste/day. .

Dukes hold off rally
to win 10th straight
Ellis Berkowitz pitched 7 1-3
innings to gain his second
victory and Joe Bono drove
home two runs with a single
and a double Saturday to lead
James Madison University to
a 5-4 collegiate baseball
victory
over AldersonBroaddus at .1. Ward Long
Memorial Field
The Dukes have won ten
straight games and boast a 112 record
Berkowitz scattered 12 hits
and allowed two runs in the 7
1-3 innings he pitched /The
senior lefthander struck out
seven and walked three. He
boosted his record to 2-1.
Pete Wojcicki picked up his
first save of the season for
JMU. Wojcicki took over for
Berkowitz in the eighth inning
and pitched the Dukes out of a
jam He worked out of trouble
again in the ninth after the
Battlers scored twice to
narrow the JMU lead to 5-4.
The Dukes took an early
lead and built a 5-0 advantage
after seven innings. JMU got a
run in the s,econd on a triple by

sacrifice fly, then added two
in the thiri on a run-scoring
single by Lorenzo Bundy and a
sacrifice by Titus
The Dukes got two more
runs in the seventh when Bono
doubled home a run and Mike
Fstes singled home Bono
• Greg Childers doubled home
Phil Titus and- Bono's
two runs in the eighth for
Alderson-Broaddus and the
Battlers added two more runs
in the ninth Tim McDaniel
walked to open the ninth and
Dan Tracy doubled to put
runners on second and third
Wojcicki got John Strimer to
ground to first with McDaniel
scoring on the play. Bid
Richards then lined a base hit
to right-center scoring Tracy,
Richards reached second on
the hit. but the Dukes
appealed at first base and
Richards was called out for
having missed first. Ed
Mullins then bounced back to
Wojcicki to end the game.
Fstes was the only other
JMU player with more than
(Continued on Page 17)

Swimmers set nine marks
By
CATHY
HANKS
If broken records make for
a good season, then the
women's swimming team has
plenty to brag about.
This year, the team
established nine records and a
9-4 overall record.

I.OriSVHJ.F'S ItOltltl \\\ HINT performs on the balance
beam as part of the Heginnal Gymnastics meet held in Godwin
Hall last weekend Hunt won two individual events and Louisville
captured its Championship
Photo by Lawrence Emerson

The team repeatedly broke
several of their old records
during the season The 200yard freestyle relay, 50-yard
freestyle and the 400-yard
freestyle relay records all
took a beating.
The Duchesses finished an
expected fourth in the
Virginia Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women state tournament here

at JMU. They saw many of
their best times at the
tournament.
JMU will lose two members
to graduation this year.
Seniors Frances Kelley and
Anita Callahan both have been
strong points for the team.
Kelley holds several records
and is the teams best distance
swimmer She. along with
Callahan. who has set many of
the past records, made up half
of the 200-yard and 400-yard
relay teams
"T think that it has been a
very good season." said coach
Skippy Courtet
"All have
improved vastly since last
vear We'll be losing Frances
and Anita this vear and that

will hurt a lot. but I'm hoping
for some good swimmers
coming in.
Courtet mentioned the
possibility of the addition of
several divers coming in next
year Junior Shirley Hadley
was JMU's only diver this
year
Other team members who
showed strong performances
this season were Sukie Shaw
in the butterfly. Teri Beaubien
in the backstroke, and
individual medleys, and
sophomore Maria Grosz in the
50 -yard
and
200-yard
freestyle Grosz recently took
first place in the state
tournament in both these
events

? .
\
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Lacrosse must build
after graduation loss

FRFSIIMAN I.FSI.IF McCI.INTICK (left)
fires a shot on net in Saturday's srrimmage
against the Piedmont Club The Duchesses are

fared with rebuilding after graduation claimed
many players from a year ago

' By
( \TIIY
HANKS
An almost, entirely jiew
squad will take the field this
spring for JMU's women's
lacrosse team
Due to a heavy loss to
graduation, there are only a
few returning varsity players.
"We have to build a new
defense and offense this
year." said head coach Janet
Luce. "We lost a lot of attack
people and have a whole new
defense. We'll be replacing a
lot of people." she said.
Heavy responsibilities will
be placed on returning
defensive
players
Liz
Hummel and Mary Ford. This
is Hummel's fourth year for
the Duchesses and senior
Ford, a veteran goalie on the
U.S-. team, will bring
experience and added depth to
the team.
Offensively, the Duchesses
will
be
depending
on
sophomore Jill Heller and
senior Lisa Kapatis. Heller

was the second leading scorer
last year and according to'
Luce has switched positions to
get
better
scoring
opportunities. Kapatis has a
lot of experience and did a
nice job last year, said Luce.
Due to illness. Luce has yet
to divide the team into varsity
and junior varsity squads, and
after the team's scrimmage
on Saturday. Luce admits that
it will be a difficult decision.
"I was very pleased today,"
said Luce. "They showed a lot
of depth and seemed to work
well together."
The Duchesses have •a
heavy schedule ahead of them
with no easy games.
According to Luce, almost all
the games are with big rivals.
The team will have several
scrimmages to prepare them
for the upcoming season.
Their first official game is at
home against Lynchburg
College on March 22. Game
time is at 3:30 p.m.

Photo by Lawrence Emerson

Accomplishments more than the record shows
By RICHARD AMACHFR
The
wrestling
team
finished it's season with a 10-7
record, but the record is not
indicativeofits
accomplishments.
The Dukes achieved many
of the goals set by head coach
Dick Resnier and assistant
coach Bob Harwick
One of the early season
coals the team accomplished

was winning the Washington
and Lee tournament, an event
in which the Dukes finished
eight last year.
A second goal was to place
fourth in the Virginia State
tournament, which they did.
Winning 15 matches was a
coal made impossible due to
injuries and the cancellation
of five matches.
Jud Stokes and Brian

Langlinais came close to
fulfilling two other goals.
Besnier and Harwick had
hoped to place first in the
Virginia State Tournament
and also have someone qualify
for
the
National
Championships.
Stokes finished second in the
Virginia State tournament
just shy of the first
expectation
Langlinais.

competing at 126 lbs., set a
school record by placing third
in the NCAA Eastern Regional
Wrestling Tournament.
"Brian wrestled very well.
It was a very tough weight
class, perhaps the toughest
one of the tournament. He
beat John Davidson of
William and Mary which was\
somewhat of an upset."
commented Harwick.

The
Eastern
Region
produced the eventual 126 lb.
National Champion Steve
Purdue of Slippery Rock State
College.
Coach Harwick felt Scott
Utegaard and Stokes had a
chance to place in the
tournament. Utegaard was
injured in the first round and
had to forfeit. Stokes made it
(Continued on Page 16)

Cavs, Tech: one-two in The Breeze final poll
By D\N MCN1FL
Three state teams scored -postseason wins in both the NCAA and the
National Invitational Tournament
'NITi and there was one tournament
champion among the nine Division I
schools
The University of Virginia, the
preseason number one.pick in The
Rreeze poll, edged Virginia Tech for
king-of-the-hill honors in the final
tally The Cavaliers, 19-10, defeated
the Hokies three times during the
regular season to offset Tech's Metro
7 Championship and subsequent
NCAA bid
N.C. Slate bumped Virginia 82-78 in
the first round of the Atlanic Coast
Conference tournament but the
Wahoos' season continued with a
phone call from New York.
Jeff Lamp's baseline jumper with
three seconds left gave the Cavaliers
a 79-78 victory over Northeast
Louisiana in the first round of the
NTT Virginia was one of three ACC
schools who lost on the same day in
the second round in what turned out to
he an embarrasing post-season for the
fabled league
Alabama slipped past U Va 90-88 in
an instant replay of the Sugar Bowl
tournament final between the two
teams earlier this year Reggie King
had 43 for the winners, who held Lamp
• td 11'points MM i i - '
'• '■
',

•

■■■

Va Tech surprised themselves and
everyone else in racing to the Metro 7
title in their first year as a conference
member The Hokies avenged an
earlier defeat to Cincinnati 180-74).
shocked then fifth-ranked Louisville
172-681 and grabbed the trophy with a
68-60 triumph of Florida State.
The Cinderella story lingered in the
first round of the NCAA with a 70-53
rout of Jacksonville after falling
behind the Dolphins in the first half.
Larry Bird and the high-flying
Indiana State Sycamores snatched
Tech's glass slipper and ended the
Hokies progress in a 86-69 cakewalk
which featured an fSU string of 20
unanswered points in the first half.
Old Dominion University received a
bid to the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference <ECAC) but ran into a
tough Georgetown team that made
the Monarch's stay a short one. 73-53.
Paul Webb and his team fared
better in their second chance at post
season play with two wins in the NIT
before losing to Purdue 67-54 in the
third round
Freshman Ronnie McAdoo's
stickhack with three seconds lifted
ODU over Wagner in the opening
game of the tourney while Robbie
Haithcock's two free throws with one
second remaining provided the
difference in a 61-59 upset over
Clemson The Tigers failed to score in
the lost i, 14,'minutes of 'the- gariie*. •

holding the ball for the entire length of
Valentine late in the season but failed
both overtimes after ODU rallied to
to fold in obtaining ECAC and NIT
tie in regulation
berths Webb has almost everybody
Virginia Military Institute dropped
back and will definitely be one of the
a 73-63 decision to eventual Soutern . state's top contenders next year.
Conference champion Appalachain
Rookie of the Year—Dale Solomon.
State in the SC playoffs.
The 6-foot-8 freshman pumped in 18
VCU. JMU. Richmond. William and
points per game for Virginia Tech and
Mary and George Mason all finished
was named the Most Valuable Player
their seasons in late February.
of the Metro 7 tourney as well as
Since the teams have been under
Metro 7 Rookie of the Year. Solomon
close scrutiny for the duration of the
missed the opening round of the
season, the writer will contribute a
tournament because of a death in the
list of the top performers of the year.
family but tallied 49 points and 18
First team All-State- Center: Ren rebounds in the next two games
Watson of VCU Forwards. Steve to lead Tech to the championship
Stielper <JMU> and Dale Solomon
All Freshman Team—Solomon,
'Virginia Tech). Guards: Jeff Lamp Ronnie McAdoo and Tommy Branch
of Virginia and Ronnie Valentine of of ODU. Linton Townes of JMU. and
ODU
Billy Barnes of William and Mary.
Valentine is placed at a guard'
position in order to accomodate the
The teams finished much as
five most qualified for the team. Each expected in the final poll—although
of the top five schools are represented there were some surprises—and the
on the team which has only one senior season as a whole proved to be
Watson
interesting for the fans
Player of the Year-- Jeff Lamp.
I^amp led the ACC in scoring with an
average of 23 points per game in one
of the most talented conferences in
the country and pulled out more than
one win with last-second heroics.
7 William and Mary<9-16)
roach of the Year— Paul Webb of
old Dominion University The
I Monnrchs'lo'st leading- scorer Ronnie

The Breeze final nine:
1 University of Virginia I19-10)
2 Va Tech <22-9>
3 ODU f£3-7>
4 VCU «21-5)
S .IMF (ts-si
fi V.M.I. 03-14)
7 William and Mary (9-16)
8 Richmond < 10-16) .
- B- «}MU.i'R7-4M
,».........:i

•
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Moyers wins, Dukes fourth in golf tQurney
By HICH\R!> AIMACIIFR

>t ±

Mike Moyers finshed first
ahead of 144 golfers to the lead
the
James
Madison
University men's golf team to
a fourth-place finish in the
Coastal Carolina Classic
Moyers shot an even-par 72
for the 54-hole tournament.
"Mike's first-place finish in
a national tournament is quite
outstanding considering some
of the big-time schools against
which- he competed." said
JMU coach Drew Balog
The Dukes finished behind
the University of North
Carolina. North Carolina
State and Rollins College
UNC shot a 294 as a team,
while State-and Rollins tied
for second with 300 JMU fired
a 302. Clemson. Tennessee.
Temple and Penn State where
some of the other schools
competing
t
JMU then travelled to the
Fripp Island Invitational
Tournament
where
it
captured a third-place finish.
Junior Jeff Bostic and Mike
McCarthy paced the team
finishing sixth and eighth,
respectively McCarthy shot
rounds of 83 and 84 despite a
hack injury 88 Apfers
competed in the tournament.
As a team. JMU fired a 1164.
Temple University won the
event shooting a 1149 and
Florida Southern placed
second with a 1154. The Dukes
shot a team 3RR all three
rounds.
"Finishing third (and
fourth) in both tournaments is
outstanding considering the

Wrestlers
(Continued from Page 15)

to the semifinals, but was
beaten by the tournamewnt
champ Carl Bridges, also of
Slippery Bock.
Two individual records
were set this year. Utegaard
set a record for most points
with 53. and Langlinais set a
mark of 24 dual match
victories.
Coach Besnier was pleased
with his team's performance
this season stating. "I thought
the kids did a really good job if
you evaluate it. They gained a
lot of experience. I think
Chuck Herb was our most
improved wrestler from
where he began the season to
where he finished "
The season is over now, but
it is time to start working on
next years team. Besnier said.
The Dukes will lose only one
senior Kelly Sharpes, a 158
pounder, but will be looking
for backup wrestlers at 177
and 190 pounds.
Dennis
Herndon may be moving up a
class which would leave an
opening at 118
Besnier and Harwick have
hit the recruiting road Last
weekend
Harwick
was
scouting regional high school
playoffs in Pennsylvania and
Besnier found himself in New
Jersey recruiting that states
regionals
This weekend both coaches
take to the road again and will ^,
be recruiting the state
playoffs
Next seasons schedule is not
complete, but the Dukes are
expanding their schedule and
ha ve a Iready. _ added.. the _ _.
University of Virginia.'

size of some of the other
schools' programs."
commented Balog
"If vou took the combined
record if we had played the
schools individually, we would
have had a record of 28-5."
Ralog pointed out. "I think for
this early in the year we
played extremely well as a
team "
Last season, the Dukes
finished 11-1 and have a fiveyear combined record of 78-162
The team has also recently
signed two golfers to grant-innids
Jimmy King, who signed
Thursday, is a member of the
Hidden Valley Country Club
and of the Salem High School
golf team which was runnerup in the Virginia Triple-A
State Tournament last season.
King also won the Junior Hall

of Fame Golf Championship
and the Roanoke Junior
Invitational Tournament, both
' in 1«*78

"He is one of the finest
golfers in the state of Virginia
and we are looking forward to
him
helping
out
our
program." Ralog said
The other signee is Kenneth

Windjack from Ontario.
Canada, who signed with the
Dukes three weeks ago Last
vear he won the Ontario
Junior Championship, the
Non-Smokers Junior
Championship and the SawMill Golf Championship
Windjack presently holds the

Ontario Junior scoring
average
"Kenneth will be a fine
assest to our team and is also
an honor student." Balog said
JMU will host its own
Invitational Golf Tournament
at the Spotswood Country Club
this weekend. March 24-25.

Have a beef about a coach's
strategy? Want to compliment
some athlete or blast another?
Write a letter to The Breeze*

March 26-29
The Student Affairs Division
at James Madison University
presents a series of learning
opportunities to help you
become a superperson.
Life Planning
What to do and how
to plan for leaving
% the JMU "nest"

Relationships

a workshop on identifying
and responding to the
feelings that accompany
interpersonal relationships

• Sex Roles
examination of values
and feelings toward
male and female roles

Wholistic Health
how to look and
feel good, and now
to stay that way

Sexuality
opportunities to discuss
family planning,
contraceptives, and
sex after college

Alcohol and You
test your knowledge
discover how alcohol
effects you and look
how alcohol can be
used responsibly

FRED STORASKA - How to Say No to A Rapist - March 26
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Need an interesting and informative fourth
block course?
Register for MISC 110Military in Society - 2 credit hours
MISC 110 SEC 401

1000-1115 MWF

SD

B 101

This course explores the American experience in war.
Topics range from Vietnam back to the techniques of
warfare since 1400 B.C. Concepts of basic political
structures, the current international environment,
national ideologies, goals and military-economic
power of selected nations are discussed, with
particualr reference to the implications for United
States national security.

An atmosphere of opqn

participation and discussion is encouraged. Textbooks
pre

furnished by the Department of Military Science.

it Southern
(Continued from Page 12)
real world "Instead of the
souths past being to
illuminate the future, it was
made to conceal it." he said.
The difference betweeen
Rubin's experience with the
boll weevil and Bill Barrett's
"TheLast Gentleman." Rubin
said, is that the book
continued where he was
willing to leave off.
"I could see the boll weevil
and I could only interpret my
relation to it as a diminution of
realty." he said. "I had to
accept the fact that it was
gone, gone forever. And there
was nothing in my present to
adequately replace what was
lost
An acceptance of, the

relationship betweeen time
and change involved a need
for something outside oneself,
he said.
The south exerts a strong
influence on its inhabitants, he
said, adding that the danger
involved with claiming a
southern identification is.
perilous.
"Identity lies not in change
itself, but in what is causing
the change." he said. "The
inevitability of change
controls and shapes human
identity in time. To think of
change simple as destruction
is misleading." Rubin said.
"However, the south will
continue to be the south and
will remain the same,
although things are never as
they once were."
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JMU signs two to basketball scholarships
Jeff Bryant, a 6'8" center
from Madison Heights, Va.,
has signed a JMU basketball
scholarship
Bryant averaged 14 5 points
and in 7 rebounds a game
while leading Amherst County
High School to a 22 2 record
during the 1978-79 season
Amherst County won the
Seminole District regular
season and tournament
championships this season.
Bryant, a three-year starter
for Amherst County, earned
First Team All-Distgrict
selection as a junior a year
ago.
He was the team's leading
rebounder the last two
seasons and for his career
shot 52 percent from the field
and 72 percent from the foul
line.
"Jeff is an outstanding
young man." said Amherst
County head basketball coach
Ernie Guill "He's only been*
playing for five years and I
feel like his best basketball is
ahead of him "
•

"Jeff's been a starter since
the fifth game of his
sophomore season and he's
been an excellent player for
us." Guill said "His scoring
average is a little deceiving
because we had a very
balanced team this season
We had five players averaging
between eight and 14 points a
game "
"Jeff is a good shooter and
he has been a fine rounder for
us." Guill said
"He really
dominated the last eight or
nine games of the season."
"He weighs only 185 pounds
and needs to gain some
weight," Guill said.
"He's
grown so fast that from a
weight standpoint "he just
hasn't caught up "
"James Madison University
is getting a fine young man."
Guill said
"He's a good
student and he's a hard
worker."
"Jeff is a player with
outstanding potential." said
JMU head basketball coach
Lou Campanelli, "He's a good

shooter and he's very quick
Ho will play either a post or
forward position in our
program
"Jeff ne*jds to gain some
weight and work on his
strength." Campanelli said
'He's a hard worker and
we're certainly
looking
forward to having him in our
program "
Dan Ruland. a fi'K" 220 lb
forward-center from
Annapolis. Md . has signed a
James Madison University
basketball scholarship
Ruland led Fork Union
Military Academy to a 23-4
record while averaging 23
points and in rebounds a game
this season He scored over 30
points in a game six times
He led Annapolis High
School to the Maryland AAA
finals both his junior and
senior seasons
"I'm really excited about
signing Dan Ruland." said
JMU head basketball coach
l.ou Campanelli "He was one

of the most coveted players in
the state this year '
"Dan is the iype'of big man
we've been looking for the
past two vears to team with
Steve Stielper," Campanelli
sold "He's a power player
;md is the quickest big man
we've ever recruited "
"Aside from Dale Solomon.
Dan Ruland is probably the

hpsl hi(| m;,n we've ever had
.it Fork Union and we've had
some uood ones." said Fork
I'nion head coach Fletcher
Arritt
"He's certainly the
hardest working and most
aggressive big man we've
ever had "
JMU finished the 197R-79
season with an 1R-R record.

* Baseball
(Continued from Page 111
one hit He had two singles
and an RRI.
The Rattlers had 13 hits.
Tracv. Mullins and Jim
DeGroff each had three hits
for Alderson-Rroaddus Tracy
hod a single and two doubles,
while Mullins and DeGroff
each had two singles and a
double Childers had a single
double.and two RRIs for
Alderson-Rroaddus
Rob Delauder went the

distance
for
AldersonRroaddus and took the loss in
his first decision of the season
Alderson-Rroaddus is now 0-.
i

The Dukes
host
the
University of Massachusetts 3
p m tomorrow
VI'..
MM> ItMli jiJ2 * 13 I
IMI
l»|J IMU^'OV 5 s |
Delauder and Childers
Rerkowitz. Wojcicki <tl> and
Dickerson
W
Rerkowitz
,'M' I,
Delauder (0-11

Cloud 0

66 E. Market St.
^
Downtown
'The Purple Building'

* Group of Jackets - Blazers
$9"
• Ladies Pants - $4 99

* Group of Men's & Ladies
Shirts-$4"
TM's-$2400& $2700
N

THE
SPRING HOUSE
In Downtown Horrisonburg
presents

introducing a new BusdrBeer.On the
outside, there's a bold newlabeLOn the
inside, there's a brand new beer. Brighter.
Smoother.More refreshing.Bornoicostly,
natural ingredients and brewed the slow, cold
natural way. So don't just reach for a beer.
Head for the mountains.

BRAD CLATTERBACK
& JERRY RUCKMAN
THE - with
BEATLE'S SOUNDS
9:00-Midnight
Happy Hour 7-9

JOHN

Draft .25

TONIGHT
»

Breakfast-Lunch-D'mner
................ ■■••<••. ...... . ..... . .... 4 ... .

D.

EILAND CO.. INC.

RT. 11 NORTH. P.O. BOX880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA 24482
PHONE: (703) 248-8131

Budweisei. MKHELOB. ^^
....

-.".... * •

- ■

■

■•

BUSCH. -^ff1
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THE OUTLAWS

The Student Coffeehouse Presents

JOHN JACKSON
Blues - Folk Guitarist
TUESDAY MARCH 20
8:30 pm
CENTER ATTIC

^F

.50

with Special Guest Molly Hatchet
Godwin Hall 8 pm
Saturday March 24, 1979
ADVANCE GENERAL ADMISSION

$5.00 w/ID
$6.00 public
$7.00 day of show
Tickets on sale UPB Box Office
11-4 m-f

BOGART FILM FESTIVAL

1

^be Renter #ttic
"

UPCOMING EVENTS
••••••••••••••••••
V

Lecture March 26

THE MALTESE FALCON

FRED STOR ASK A

"How to say no to a rapist and survive"

■

MON MARCH 19
7:30 & 10 pm

JACK WHITE'S BILL ARDS CLINIC
& EXHIBITION

3

March 26-30

THE BIG SLEEP

Coffeehouse March 30
THE CRITTOM HOLLOW SPRING BAND

WEDNESDAY MARCH 21
9

\

7:30 & 10:00 pm
$1.00 w/ID

$1.50 GUEST

Concerts
John Prine April 6
i

Tom Chapin & The Unknown ComicApril 19

G/S Theatre

BILL BOARD

PROGR4M
BQ4RD

T

i

\

Classifieds
For Sale

By Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
YOU KNOU, VICTOR UHAT11

CANTFIGURE

ouris WHY

CHINA, IN HER. EAGERNESS
TOTEACHVETNAM A LESSON, IGNORED THE LESSONS
OF VIETNAM!

TYPING
S F R V ICF :
Research, term and theme
papers, anything! Pica tupe at
$ 65 per page Call Denise at
433-0185
after • 6:00

BUTTHAT'S INCREDIBLE! IT'S ONLY BEEN
AWNTHANDTM*E
mtAMsmi AU&DfMIFEP.JUST
AREtfTTAWT LIKE THE FRENCH
AND AMERICANS!
IN CHINA.
MAYBE THE
LE5S0NS0F

SOUNDS LIKE
ANOTHER
VIETNAM.

NO,NO,ITSTHE
SAME VIETNAM.
MAYBEtTSA
NEW CHINA-

\

I

\

UELL.THATS
NO. I MEANT THEIR. PROBLEMVETNAMISBE- VIETNAM'S 60T
C0MIN5 CHINA'S TTSOUNYIETNAM
VIETNAM.
IN CAMBODIA

I

TYPING Fl> I TINT. We
provide competent typing
and-or editing of book
manuscripts.
theses,
dissertations, or whatever, at
reasonable rates. Call Major
Manuscripts at 703-337-3474.
FOR SAI.F: Hitachi
Ambiophonic Stereo System
with AM-FM radion. Included
two speakers IB W ). $65 or
best offer Call Leslie at 4341913
CONTACT I.FNS WFARFRS.
Save on brand' name hard or
soft lens supplies. Send for
free illustrated catalog.
Contact Lens Supplies. Box
7453. Phoenix. Arizona 85011.
TYPING SFRYICF Over 10
years experience. Pica - .75
per page. Elite - .80 per page.
You furnish paper. Call Mrs.
Price
879-9935.
FOR SAI.F: Classical Guitar
in excellent condition. Good
action, straight neck. Asking
$7500. Call Nancy Eriksen
434-3484
or
PO
626.
TYPING SFRYICFS: Term
papers, thesis, resume. ANA.
professional equipment and
personal pick-up delivery and
editing service available. Call
before 8:30 p.m. 433-8685 or
828-3692

HEY, JM, WERE
TMNOT
ARE m BABE?
THEBANDSBEEN
[WHN'FORWO WAN-UAH.
ISSTEVB
\ HOURS! \
OTHERS*

comfm,

IOWD0Y0U
MBAN.JIMMYS HE JUST PHONED
N0TC0MN6IN? INHiSPEnREIH&60TAN AL- hm.MAN.HE
BUM sAysneseoN'
DUE! BACKTDSCHOOL.

NO, HE WENT
YEM.TBUfW^\
OUT FOR BEER, IGOTFEDUP^
MAN.UAHT
UTHLIFE INTHE
METOTAKB
FAST LANE, ANP
AMES6A6E? THAT I'VE DECIDED
TO RETIRE AND60
BACKTDSCHOOL

xxjteeooFiNo
yjHATCAN
0NM5,RJ6HT,
YOU,
UAH-WAH*
STEVE? THE
I
CATSOUNDEP
StKBRE.

i mi

' JIMMY FED UP..
RETIRING. AND
GOING BACK TV
SCHOOL.?OKAY. I
GOTTT./STHAT

ALL?\

THAVS
IT.

IDONTBEUBIE YOUCANT
THIS! IIUAS
BLAME YOURONLY 60NE FOR SELF, MAN.
JEN MINUTES! SHOULPI
SENDTHE
BAND HOME?

HAVEA
NICE LIFE,
MAN. \

YOU, TOO, \\
UAH-UAH.
SEE YOU IN
ROCK'N'ROLL
HEAVEN.

7

THATUN6RATEFVL
LITTLE..
I

NOT LIKELY.
HE'S GIVING US ALL
REMBRANPT5.

ForRent
APARTMFNTS FOR RENT
c_. block from J.M.U.)
Housing 2 to 4 people. Ranging
from $16000 to $320.00. Call
434-5065 between 12:00-5:00.

i r

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FOR RENT - Squire Hill
furnished,
air-conditioning,
tennis courts, swimming pool.
Available May and summer.
Call
433-1154.

Jobs
CAMP FOR MENTALLY
RETARDED CHILDREN
NEEDS counselors.
WSI.
riding instructor. Sign up for
interviews on Wednesday.
March 21st during Camp
Placement Day at the Warren
University Union - or write
Camp Shenandoah. Mountain
Falls Route. Winchester.
Virginia.
22601.

SIMMER .IOB: Lifegaurds
needed at pleasant No. Va.
comm.
pool.
Teaching
experience..
Fair
Co.
Operators preferred $3 an
hour plus lessons. Excel, work
conditions Write to Carl
Pratt. Hiddenbrook Homes.
PO Rox 582. Herndon. Va.
22O70 or call (703) 437-8407

help vou succeed. Call Bob
Wolfe 828-3925 between 7-9
p.m.

WANTED: Energetic.
Creative persons to earn
money Determine your own
hours and income. Help to
make pets and their owners
happv Local distributing will

SFX AND VIOLENCE:
"Sentence." a play, in
Wampler Experimental
Theatre Thursday through
Sunday K p.m. 50 cents. For
adult audiences only

TO RFFNlE BIG: "What
can I sav". It's not over now.
BRIAN
LFF

iro S

NEW YORK STYLE

MEN! -- WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American. Foreign.
No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send. $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX. Dept MB Box
2049.
Port
Angeles.
Washington 98362.

PIZZA
50« Off ANY PIZZA
w/ coupon

REPRESENTATIVES
WANTED for promotion of
international bus lines in
Europe and Asia Expeditions
in Africa and South America
Camping tours. Educational
tours Almost any travel
arrangement organised.
Magic Bus. Damrak 87.
Amsterdam.

Personals

Beer Now on Tap
Sun.-Thurs. 11 AM-12 midnight
Fri.-Sat. 11AM-1AM

434-5375

Holland.

■■■

l.l'STY. Nothing but good
comments on the "LOVE
MACHINE" Choo Choo!!
Don't let vour Kappa Sigma
wear off. .IONESY.

FREDERICK: I can't believe
you let Rex take your MG.
Hope it got back in one piece!
BEX'S
ROOMIE

FOB UH'I.T MDIFNCFS
ONLY: "Sentence." a play.
Thursday through Sunday in
Wampler Experimental
Theatre 8 p.m. 50 cents.
BOB. BECK. LYNN. AND
BFNFF: You all can act just
like children sometimes!
Really. I'm embarrased!
Well. I love ya'll anyway. SAN
(Continued on Page 21)

NUCLEAR OFFICER.
THE FASTEST WAY UP
IN NUCLEAR POWER.
If you want to get into-nuclear engineering
start by getting into the Nuclear Navy.
You can apply in your junior year and earn
$700 per month plus benefits" in your senior
[year.
Our nuclear training is the most comprehensive. You start by earning a commission as a
Navy Officer. Then we give you a year of advanced nuclear training. During your career,
you'll get practical, hands-on experience
rfith our nuclear-powered fleet.

I
Navy Representatives will be on
Campus 3-5 April 1979.

"\,

Fool 'n' Me

By David Hagen Qlassifieds

w,
\\\ LAPy ... KM HAK£'5
EP SMITH AMP THIS IS
E\> Jones, vie'ze HCRE:

H6»(... TWO EPS AR£
BerTeR. THArt HOME: /

I TO Fix ^OUK. T.V./

•«t .

(Continued from Pa Re 201
MOM: How's it going? Wish
you were going to the concert.
You're still gonna party with
me before aren't ya!? Have a
nice week. Gl'FSS WHO
STFVF:Loretta is dead. She
died giving birth to your child.
You should know better than
to rape a lobster! May a herd
of a thousand lobsters attack
your drum set! LOOSE ONF

Roommates

By Tom AiVis

irr's 7M€ fox mi Urn
euir/jvb GAMesHOth
\0fflW6&&

CASH By niseoMfr

(LAST MBEK A UOMAN
LOST $/O,0OC**

A PI&5 Spiff*

Wings

YOn.l,
NFVFR
SFF
ANYTHINfi I.IKF THIS
"•Sentence." in Wampler
Experimental Theatre.
Thursday through Sunday. 8
p.m. 5n cents.
SlM.y OOOSE: The Bell
might be ringing sometime
within the next two weeks. I
hope everything works out for
the best I know life will be
fine a long as w*e work out for
the best.love and kisses.
TIRFD
Tl'RKRY

By Mark Legan

AMY: I hope you are having
fun in Richmond weekend We
are having a keg narty on
Saturday, too bacPyou can't
make it here to enjoy the beer
Miss you much.love JOHN
CI.FAVF AND DONN1E:
Now it wasn't so bad was it?
Big broth
IIFRRIR STFRR:Checki tout
in the Bargain Basement:
KROHN:Just wanted to let
you know what I was doing.
That's all Beach Bum
OH WOW MANrl'm so high
man Why aren't you like me?
It's because you don't have
the Lima Bean Connection
Ganja Fan
,

SPRINGTIME

HAPPY HOURS
FIRST DAY OF SPRING

PEUGEOT.
<

The best choice
in touring
is here.

Wednesday March 21

9:30 till 9

pm

ALL NEW ALBUMS ON SALE
People who know
go Peugeot

MARK'S BIKE SHOP

1094 S Cotege Ave. Harrisonburg, Virgna
BICYCLES-MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE

454-5151

MfDMlKIW H«K

I

>*

IIHWIIIIII Curriculum
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CommentaryIHI,H,,,,,I

'Some^ things canh be
learned from books'
iiiiiiiiiniimiiNi By Dwayne Yancey mtmmmm

•A

The Young Freshmen*

Fungus is a killer

■

*■

By Kevin Crowley

For a moment after
entering his room. The Young
Freshman thought he had
made a mistake. His usually
wild, "let's break and smoke
everything
in
sight,"
suitemates were clustered
around the center table
looking terribly sullen.
The shades were drawn and
the room was about as bright
as early evening. The three at
the table looked like fugitives
holdedup in a cave.
"What's wrong here?" the
Young Freshman asked. "Fts
Friday! Let's get crazed, run
around naked.pillage women,
children, animals..." Seeing
he was having no effect on
their disposition, his voice
trailed off.
Pete, the senior and leader
of the group, mumbled
something about Joe and the
bathroom, so naturally
TheYoung Freshman started
for the bathroom door.
Before he could reach the
doorhandle, six arms grabbed
various body parts and flung
him headlong on the couch.
"Don't open thai door."

was trying bis utmost to play
Pete screamed, peering over
down the crisis though it was
The Young Freshman with a
obvious that in Kilroy's case,
look of sincere fear on his
panic has set in
face. "You wanna get us all
"It's Kil|er Fungus and you
killed?"
know it." Kilroy raged,
"Hey. what's going on
pointing at Pete. "We've got
here?" The Young Freshman
to bolt the door now! Joe is
asked, confused by his
' never going to come out and
friends' erratic behavior.
"First, you're all sitting , we'll never be able to use the
bathroom again "
around like someone died and
Tom. who had been silent
then you won't even let me go
with his thoughts until this
in the bathroom." he said.
point, suddenly lit up as
"Someone did and you
though struck by some
can't." Kilroy answered from
profound truth. "Fungus eh,"
his seat at the table.
he mused. "I'll bet we could
"What."
The
Young
smoke it. Catch a buzz."
Freshman asked.the Pitch of
In the growing panic. Tom
his voice rising slightly with
had been a sea of calm. But
excitement
"Who died?
his comment now caused the
Where?"
other three to double-take
"That's what I was trying
before continuing their
to tell you." Pete said then
discussion.
glaring at Kilroy. "But we're
"Okay, everybody calm
not sure if anybody died."
down." The Young Freshman
"Okay." Kilroy conceded,
said, taking charge. "Let me
"disappeared."
get this straight. Joe went in
"Who disappeared?"
to the bathroom Tuesday and
"Joe." Pete answered,
hasn't come out yet. right?"
"but I'm sure he's alright. .
"Right." they answered.
He's only been gone four
"And_you think a Killer
days"
It was obvious that Pete
(Continued on Page 23)
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Mark Twain once remarked "Never let one's schoolwork
interfere with one's education."
A tongue in cheek remark, to be sure, but one which
nevertheless correctly points out a problem in our educational
svstem.
' There is a certain gap between what constitutes an education
and the experience afforded by the traditional classroom setting,
Some things simply can't be learned from books.
It is still the duty of the university, though, to bridge that gap.
'by exposing students to experiences which, while not necessarily
academic in character, can still be considered educational.
Unfortunately, universities have often had difficulty
determining what non-academic experiences are truly
.educational an! which are simply recreational.
I Is the socialization process of living in a residence hall
educational? To some extent, probably so.
But can social organizations like fraternities and soroities be
considered educational? Or the various forms of student
entertainment, from movies to Duke's Grill on Thursday night to
keg parties? Probably not. and that should make them
immediately suspect.
•
The university experience should be a totally educational one.
It should expose the student not to a hedonism that places little
value on learning, for he will get enough of that on his own, but to
new experiences which increase the student's awareness of the
world and enrich him culturally.
But most important, the university experience should be a
challenge The student should be dared to think for himself, to
think differently, to question his beliefs and revise them if
necessary It is this challenge in the educational process that is
most lacking at James Madison University.
The only challenge many students ever face is getting up
Fridav morning after a Thursday night drunk.
Instead of challenging the status quo, the university affirms it.
By offering vocational degrees in business rather than the
academic program of the liberal arts, the institution
unquestioningly reinforces prevailing standards of what success
is. what virtue is. of what life itself is.
This lack of challenge affects not just broad philosophical
questions, but the university's academic program as well.
Bv training students to make the employable, the university
does not ask students to think about anything but their own
narrow major field of study. By no longer setting up the'
Renaissance Man as the model of the ideal graduate, there is no
challenge to learn anything but our favorite subject

"The only challenge many students
ever face is getting up Friday morning
after a Thursday night drunk"
And even in that, the conventional examination format does not
challenge the student to think. It merely requires him to
regurgitate certain facts and figures, with few. if any, essays that
would make the student discuss, and therefore presumably
understand, their importance.
The tragedy of the modern university is thus two-fold: the scope
of education has been reduced, and the standards have been
relaxed.
How can the modern educational structure be changed to make
the university experience (read educational experience) more
challenging? Prevailing notions on classroom procedure and
student life need;. to be revised.
Abandoning the New Vocationalism for a truly liberal
education would go a long way-but not far enough. Even with a
liberal arts program, a university could fall victim to objective
testing and the strictures of the lecture format.
The freedom of the classroom should not extend to testing.
Institutions should encourage, perhaps require, essay
examination; in all but the most absurd instances. Students would
then need to learn, not by rote memorization, but by thoughtfully
approaching the material and looking for its meaning and
importance.
A university should be a place where students think as well as
learn. Consequently, students ~DV reguarly called upon to defend
their beliefs on ff/va^jety
of
social. " \i philosophical
and moral questions.
Too many persons blindly play follow-the-leader on basic
philosphical matters. A university along the lines of Plato's
Academy would make students at least give the appearance of
questioning the values of society and formulating their own.
Universities should also be made challenging outside the
classroom.
One of the most valuable experiences is the chance to examine
a foreign culture. The educational experience is almost unlimited
and by comparing another society to our own, one tacitly
challenges both systems. Even if ours withstands the comparions,
we have improved ourselves by studying our own strengths and
weaknesses.
JMU has recognized this with various May session trips abroad
and the semester in London program it will introduce in the fall.
But these trips are. unfortunately, open to a limited number of
students. Every student should have the experience of living in, if
not a foreign culture, at least a different setting.
v .tCoetfinaed.pit.Page. 23)"
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D-Hall employees
[
need new Councit^*
To the editor:
This is in regard to the
protest hy student food
services employees that led to
the alteration of two new
dining services
Dining hall evening hours
were extended from 6:30 to 7
pm. hut according to senior
student manager Kevin
Hoggins, the extended hours
conflicted with the classes of
the student employees.
The 'jiffy menu' of
hamburgers, hotdogs. or
pizza.and other new additions
to the present dining hall
menu will now be planned by
student managers, according
to
Haggins
Student
employees said the present
facility was inadequate for
such an expanded menu
A planned advisory board or
council for food services
employees will solicit student
input on future food service
programs.
If such a council is formed,
the food services advisory
committee of the Student
Government
Association
should be abolished, because
it would have no function
Student employees in forming
their own sounding board
should not deem it necessary
to send representatives to
another
food
services
advisory committee.
The food service employees

are more knowledgeable of
the logistical problems' of the
dining hall than the SGA
advisory
committee:
therefore.
student
input should go directly to the
council for food service
employees
The middle
mam SGA > would be cut out.
The council would hold
meetings as did the SGA
committee, and its decisions
could be published in the
dining hall digest
The dining hall does not
have to adopt as policy any of
the suggestions made by the
SGA food services advisory
-committee Yet the food
services employees opposed
and defeated suggestions
offered by the SGA, and a
hair code enforced
by the director of food
services therfore. the planned
council will probably have
more power «than the SGA)
indetermining what new food
service programs are adopted
hy the dining facility
By the way. student
manager Herman Turk should
rightfully win his previous
position, with financial
compensation
for
the
enforcement
of
a
discriminatory non-existing
code
concerning
hair
length.and beards.
\ I V i n
Walker
s p o t s «• o o d
II a I I
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Committee needs cooperation
To the editor:
In an pffort to facilitate
student use and
thp
understanding
of

* Fungus
Continued from Page 22)
Fungus is responsible."
"Right."
"Then what is a Killer
Fungus?" he responded.
Kilroy. the Biology major,
explained, "it's a relatively
rare breed of bacteria, which
thrives in damp, unhealthy
environments.."
"Like our bathroom." the
Young Freshman interrupted.
"Right." Kilroy said.
"Now as I was saying, after
five or six years it matures
into a deadly fungus, that eats
everything in sight. Haven't
vou noticed that mold-like
substance growing on the
walls all semester?"
"I thought it was the
wallpaper," The Young
Freshman replied.
Everyone was quiet for a
moment, and then Tom.
chipped in again "That's it,"
he cried out "We'll just roll
the wallpaper up with the
fungus stuff inside it. We'll
have an incredible jay Catch
a buzz "
Again the group- was taken

aback by Tom's outrageous
suggestion
Knowing
comments like these were
expected from Tom never
seemed to lessen their "out of
the blue" effect.
But once agin the group
recovered and chose to ignore
Tom's oblivious behavior.
"How could stuff this have
started anyhow." The Young
Freshman asked, "I mean. I
realize we haven't cleaned the
bathroom this year, but you
guys must have cleaned it at'
least once before."
"They all turned to Pete,
who had lived there the
longest. "As I recall." he said,
"the bathroom was last
cleaned in ray freshman
vear "
"Which was?" they asked.
"1967." he told them
proudly.
"No wonder we never get
any girls at our parties." The.
Young Freshman mumbled to
himself.
Kilroy glanced around the
room
at
his
hapless
suitemates
Pete, still

Madison man & JiAAmy U

stunned
over
the
disappearance of Joe. was
grumbling about being
owedSin by the missing man.
The
Young
Freshman,
dismayed at the insanity of
the whole situation, was
convinced he had moved in to
a zoo. And Tom. wild-eyed, a
constant cigarette hanging
from his lips, and still
unaware of the graveness of
the matter, whispering.
"Catch a buzz."
"Look everybody." Kilroy
said, "there is a simple
solution."
"Of course." The Young
Freshman agreed, "someone
will just have to clean the
bathroom "
"Don't be obscene." Kilroy
argued. "We'll just request a
room change."
"But^ that's dangerous.
This stuff could spread all
over campus," said The
Young Freshman.
"In that case." Kilroy said
matter-of-factly. "We'll just
move off campus."
And they all agreed.

By Scott Worner

University Health Center. The
Health Center Advisory
Committee has been in
operation for some time.
The Committee's purpose is
to expedite complaints in
such a way as to satisfy
student and administrative
concerns about the Health
Center
The Committee has recently
been forming a grievance
procedure for students
dealing with the Health
Center In conjunction with
this, evaluation forms have
been made available to
students at the Health Center
Students are encouraged to
submit feedback to the
Committee concerning the
operation of the Center.
Anyone who feels he has a.
grievance serious enough to
warrant further investigation
is encouraged to detail his
complaints in a letter to the
Committee, and if possible, to
propose remedies they feel
are applicable
The
Health
Center
Committee wants to work as
liaison between the students

and the Health Center, but can
only "i operate with the
cooperation and the backing
of the student body.
Please
forward
any
suggestions and complaints
to Box 4196 in care of the
Health Center Advisory
Committee.
Boh McK.ioden
Chairman
Health Center ItfviftOljy
Committee

•i

Notice
The Breeze welcomes
letters and editorials
regarding
campus,
local, state, national
and international
issues. All letters and
editorials are subject to
editing and should include the author's name
, address and telephone
number. Letters and
editorials should be sent
to the Editorial Edits*
In care of The Breeae,
Wine-Price Building

it Books
Because of its high suDuroan population and rural setting, JMU
could offer such an opportunity-a unique "foreign-study"
program whereby students from suburban backgrounds could
live with a rural Rockingham County family.
If the logistics of this could ever be worked out, it could be made1
mandatory for at least one semester of a student's four years at
JMU. Education should not be democratic.
While perhaps not on the same plain as studying in a foreign
country, living on a farm would still provide suburban students
with much the same educational experience of living in a
different culture. Myths about rural life are often as great as our
misconceptions of other countries.
But there is more to it than teaching "city slickers" about life
out in the sticks. Universities, with their business and
management orientation, are producing a type of parasite that
thrives off the corporate structure without doing any real work.
By living on a farm, and perhaps even having to slop the hogs or
get up at 3 a.m. to milk the cows, students would get a valuable
first-hand look at those who live by their own sweat, instead of
shuffling papers.
There are countless other ways in which students could broaden
their experiences-working with underprivileged or handicapped
children through service groups, for example.
In this way. universities could close the gap between ^
sehoohvork and education
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Pub to promote student unity
Combining entertainment and food in a social atmosphere

s

Rv .in.lF SIMMERS
For
James
Madison
University
junior
Ron
Meliment the last four months
have been busy ones
It was then that Meliment
decided to do something with
an idea he has had since
coming to JMU—create a
university pub
Meliment believed Jhere

Ron

was no place on-campus with
atmosphere for students to go
eat. drink and socialize
together
"There is no unity here. I
believe it could Increase
through a pub." Meliment
said
Meliment took his idea to
the head of the hotelrestaurant management

Meliment

department in which he is a
major
The department
approved of the idea but said
they could not be involved
with such a venture because
the pub would be competing
with local Harrisonburg
establishments with which
thev work
"1 was hoping students who
work the pub could get
iacademic! credit If the pub
goes over, some will."
Meliment said
He then went to the music
department, specifically to
music management instructor
Larry Tynes. and told him of
his idea
Tynes and the rest of the
department were "very
excited"' about the idea since
music management students
will have an opportunity to
hook acts for the pub and
music students will have a
place to perform
Music management
students will be able to obtain
academic credit for the work
they do with the pub
Meliment went then to Dr.
William Hall. Vice President
for Student Affairs, with his
idea
"1 told him about the
educational side of the!
pub.figuring that would be his
interest." Meliment said
Hall did not give Meliment
much positive reinforcement,
according to Meliment. but
told him to keep working on it
and to get back to Hall after he
had experimented with the
pub concept
Hall
also
wanted
recommendations from
department heads.
"Larry Tynes wrote a great
one." Meliment said
"T dont see how the
administration can't see the
value of this project."
Meliment said. "A pub could
benefit the students both
educationally and socially."

Meliment then contacted
Food Services director.
Robert Griffin who was at
first skeptical of the idea
because he had been
attempting
to
create
something like the pub
himself, according to
Meliment Griffin now shares
Meliment's excitement about
the pub.he said
Meliment presented his idea
to the Student Government
Association, thinking they
would he enthusiastic about it
and hoping they would want to
fund a pub
"I thought the SGA could
finally do something with
their monev to benefit the

how thev started their pub."
Martin said
"I euess if they (the
administration) thinks it
'Meliment's idea' will go over
with the students, we'll
support it."Martin said
Meliment believes the
ballroom in the Warren
University Union is the only
possible site for the pub
"Mv hopes are that the
ballroom
could
be
reconstructed to give it a pub
atmosphere I thought the
SGA could give the money for
the reconstruction if the pub
ever gets going." Meliment
said
"Mavbe the SGA hasn't done

forming the campus pub
has involved contacting
several university officials
students." Meliment said.
According
to
Meliment.Student
Government
Association
president Darrell Pile told
him he would "get right on it."
That was four months ago.
SGA
executive
vice
president Dave Martin said he
was "totally in the dark" on
Meliment's suggestion
Pile was unavailable for
comment at press time
"If Hall had thought it
• Meliment's ideal
was
possible. I thinlfhe would have
told us." Martin said. "I
really know nothing about it "
Martin says he has been
working on his own idea for a
university pub
"I've written to William
and Mary's director of
Student Services to find out

anything because there s a lot
of red tape I don't know about.
Rut if they'll fund a pub it
needs to be soon because any
recnnstruction would have to
be done, this summer."
Meliment said
Meliment's idea finally
materialized Saturday night
on an experimental basis 153
people came to the first pub
night in the ballroom
Meliment said everything
went "really well " •
He plans to hold another pub
night
and
invite
the
administration soon
"I'd like to see JMU have a
pub like UVa'sf the University
of Virginia > T'veTieen through
a lot with this and would like
to see it work." Meliment
said

Campus pub:
good cheer
Rv LESLIE BRECKONS
Checkered tablecloths, slowing candlelight, live music,
friendly people, good food ana drink—all added to the atmosphere
of James Madison University's first attempt to provide a college
pub that would appeal to students and professors alike.
The pub had its first exposure to JMU students when it opened
Saturday in the Warren University Union's ballroom under the
direction of Ron Meliment, a hotel-restaurant management
student here.
The pub offered a variety of sandwiches and beverages as well
as unusual cheese french fries. The prices ranged from $.50 for
the french fries to $1.50 for a pitcher of beer. As of yet, there is no
charge for admittance. One pays his bill when he leaves.
For the opening night of the pub, live entertainment was
provided by Christine Luke. Luke played the guitar and sang a
variety of folk songs including "Danny's Song" by Kenny
Loggins. "You Can Close Your Eyes" by James Taylor, and
"Feelin" Groovy" by Simon and Garfunkef as well as a song she
had written herself entitled "You " Luke laughed and joked with
the audience and was enjoyed by all
As director Meliment said. "People are going to come for a
good time " Indeed, the opening night at "The Pub" was a
success Everyone seemed to be having a fine time, attendance
was good, food and drink excellent and entertainment enjoyable
The future for "The Pub" looks very promising.
LIVF Ml SIC and friendly waiters and waitresses helped the
«-<4lei«c l»"h Uet off to a Bond start
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